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OPEN THE DOOR TO NEFF
Cooking passion since 1877
The kitchen is the heart of every home. A place to meet, eat and get creative. At Neff,
we do everything we can to create an extensive range of quality kitchen appliances to help
you be at your best. Our appliances make life in the kitchen a daily pleasure; anticipate all
your needs and marry innovation with design, style and versatility. Whatever you’re doing
in the kitchen, you’ll find the perfect partner in your Neff appliance.
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REAL PEOPLE, COOKING REAL FOOD
MEET THE COOKAHOLICS.
We invited six people to dinner, six Cookaholics to make six courses, with the new
Neff appliances. Centred in the kitchen, they cooked using fresh ingredients and
added their unique Cookaholic twist, to serve a meal for all to enjoy.

COOKAHOLICS CREATE, INSPIRE AND DELIGHT.
neff.co.uk
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THE NEW NEFF OVENS
Inspired by the most exacting demands
Stunning from first sight, with a completely revised design and many functions
to achieve perfect baking, roasting and cooking results, we have an oven
for every requirement. Our ovens are exceptional because they have been
designed by those who are passionate about food and love spending time in
their kitchen. Engineered for durability and built with quality, a Neff oven will
never let you down.

neff.co.uk
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full touch
control

SLIDE&HIDE

hydro fresh

®

circo therm ®

Get closer to your cooking
Our unique Slide&Hide® door fits smoothly under the oven to provide plenty
of room, as well as better access to the 71 litre cavity – ensuring an easy
and flexible approach to cooking. With the added advantage of a smoother
closing mechanism to cushion the final movement, the Slide&Hide® door is
safe, stylish and convenient.

neff light®

Accessible – Baste, taste and
monitor your dishes throughout
the cooking process.

GIAN PAOLO MAKES
MELT-IN-YOUR-MOUTH
TENDER CHICKEN

seamless
combination

“Two things are important for
chicken to come out the way I
want – the right seasoning and
constant monitoring and basting.
Slide&Hide® is perfect for that.”

twist pad®

For more recipe information
visit neff.co.uk

sensor-türöffnung

nothing gets
in the way of
cooking, not
even the door.
B58VT68N0B Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven

Slide: When you open and
close the oven door, the
revolution handle rotates
to give you a firm grip.
Hide: When open, the
fully retractable oven door
disappears completely
under the oven cavity,
creating optimum space
in any kitchen.

vario steam ®

full steam

comfort flex

free induction
in
Unique – Be the envy of all your
dinner guests with the only oven
to feature a disappearing door.

vario steam ®

PYROLYTIC

Full Steam
VarioSteam® Pyrolytic
functionality moisture
self-cleaning

in
neff.co.uk

chef 70°

Selected Slide&Hide® models are
now available with a choice of:

flex induction
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Space saving – Slide the door
away to maximise space in
small kitchens.

full steam

COOK A
THREE-COURSE MEAL
IN-ONE-GO WITHOUT
THE INTERMINGLING
OF FLAVOURS.

DISCOVER
CIRCO THERM®
Simultaneous cooking on multiple levels
With CircoTherm® you can cook, roast and bake
completely different dishes on all levels and
everything will come out tasting like it’s supposed
to. No intermingling of flavours, the roast meat
will taste like roast meat, and the muffins will
taste like muffins. With flat items like cookies you
can now even bake on level four.

Not in the
mood for roast
pork raspberry
fish muffins?
CircoTherm®
isn’t either.

B58VT68N0B Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven

HOW DOES IT WORK?

ST
POWER BOO
even
up
gs
in
th
Speed
ok ing for
more when co
s of time
shor t period
Boost – just
using Power
in and
put the food
.
st ar t the oven
Simple!

CircoTherm® works by drawing air in
from the oven via a powerful stainless
steel fan. It then heats up the air and
forces it right back into the oven cavity
through strategically placed ducts in
the rear wall. The desired temperature
is achieved quicker and more evenly
than in a conventional oven, saving time
and energy as little or no pre-heating is
required. The hot air is focused directly
on to the food being cooked, wrapping
the shelves, to ensure the surfaces of
baked and roasted items seal quickly,
keeping moistness inside and preventing
the intermingling of flavours.

neff.co.uk
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PYROLYTIC SELF-CLEANING
The oven that almost cleans itself
No chemical cleaners are necessary with this cleaning method. At 485°C everything
turns to ash. Pyrolytic self-cleaning is the fastest way to clean an oven. When the
programme is finished, just let the oven cool down and wipe it out with a damp cloth.
That’s all there is to it.

All Neff Pyrolytic ovens also come with our
efficient EasyClean® cleaning aid, ideal if
your appliance is only lightly soiled. Place
approximately 400ml of water and a drop of
washing-up liquid in the base pan and then
select the EasyClean® programme. It softens
baked on residue so you can just wipe it down,
for fast and uncomplicated oven cleaning.

LUISA’S CHARD CASSEROLE WITH
GRUYERE AND ONION BREAD
“The recipe is super easy. The only difficult thing about it is
cleaning the oven afterwards! However, with Pyrolytic
self-cleaning it was no big deal, all I had to do was wipe the ash out.”
For more recipe information visit neff.co.uk

OTHER NEFF CLEANING FUNCTIONS INCLUDE
ECO CLEAN® AND BASE CLEAN:
Our EcoClean® is a microfine ceramic bead coating on
the oven’s interior top, sides and back. It has a very large
surface area, making it extremely absorbent. Depending
on how often you use your oven, regeneration to get rid of
accumulated dirt may only be necessary 2-3 times a year.
It’s done with the special EcoClean® cleaning procedure
that uses a temperature of 275°C to automatically remove
burnt-on food without chemical cleaners. This highly efficient
coating lasts for the entire lifetime of the oven. All ovens with
EcoClean® coating also have BaseClean to help clean the
bottom – it softens burnt-on food with warm water. After
the programme has finished you just have to wipe the base
with a damp cloth.
8
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SPARKLING CLEAN WITH NO SIGN OF GREASE.

neff.co.uk
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VARIO STEAM REDUCES COOKING
TIMES WHILE STILL KEEPING MEAT
TENDER AND JUICY ON THE INSIDE
AND CRISPY ON THE OUTSIDE.
®
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FULL STEAM
A full function oven and steamer in one

MALTE BROUGHT ALONG SOME
MEAT WHICH HE’LL BE ROASTING
IN THE OVEN
“Ideally meat should be crispy on the outside
and tender on the inside. I always liked the idea
of cooking with steam. VarioSteam® is the best
programme to perfect a cut of meat.”

steam cooking
is the perfect
choice for health
conscious foodies.

Perfectly concealed: The newly developed water
container is easy to remove and refill.

Our new FullSteam oven combines all the heating
modes of a full-featured oven with those of a steam
cooker, in one single appliance. Vegetables come out
fresh, vitamins are retained, and roast meats are crisp
on the outside and succulent on the inside. It’s easy
to operate and also simple to refill the concealed one
litre water container – press a button to open the front
panel, remove the container, fill it and you’re ready to
steam ahead.

VARIO STEAM®
Innovative steam assistance
VarioSteam® gives dishes just the right amount of
moisture by adding steam at three intensity levels,
for baking, roasting or just heating up. Foods come
out perfectly succulent and tender with more intense
flavour and an appetising appearance.

STE A M INJEC
T
VarioSteam®
quickly and ev
enly adds
the desired am
ount of steam
throughout th
e whole cavi
ty via
SteamInject,
an inlet next
to the fan.

For more recipe information visit neff.co.uk
neff.co.uk
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FULL TOUCH CONTROL
Intuitive display with fingertip control
The innovative FullTouchControl panel sets new standards with fast navigation and
simple, precise operation by touch or swipe on the smooth control surface.
The large high-resolution colour TFT display offers the greatest convenience of any
oven control. It guides you easily through the menu and its high contrast display
makes for excellent legibility.

SIMPLE OPERATION
OF ADVANCED
COOKING PROGRAMMES.

QUICK PROGRAMME SELECTION LEAVES
MORE TIME TO ENJOY COOKING
Alternative to FullTouchControl and new on many Neff
ovens is the convenient ShiftControl panel for fast
navigation through menus. Together with a medium
or small high-resolution TFT display, it makes for
effortless and convenient operation.
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“Simple controls are especially important.
No lengthy searching and trial-and-error,
I can get to the right programme in an
instant. It gives me more time to focus on
the essentials, like the dishes I’m preparing.”

BAKING AND
ROASTING ASSISTANT
Even the best sometimes need a little help
This innovative assistant makes preparing a variety of dishes even easier and
more convenient. For each one, the Baking and Roasting Assistant serves up a
cooking suggestion at the touch of a button. It also recommends the ideal heating
mode, temperature and time, to ensure perfect results. The Baking and Roasting
Assistant keeps you informed of the time remaining. Naturally, you can change all
of the suggestions to give dishes a personal touch.

LAURA CREATES
THE DESSERT
“I like to do everything myself as
much as possible, so I was surprised,
in a good way at how the Baking and
Roasting Assistant took so much
work off my hands by setting the
right mode of heating, temperature
and duration for me.”
For more recipe information
visit neff.co.uk

BAKING, ROASTING, COOKING
AND GRILLING HAS NEVER BEEN
SO STRAIGHTFORWARD.
neff.co.uk
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SEAMLESS COMBINATION
An eye-catcher in any kitchen
Boast a stylish and flawless kitchen by combining Neff appliances using our unique
SeamlessCombination side trims. When stacked vertically they appear perfectly in-line,
with no gaps, ideal for any modern or contemporary kitchen.

INSTALLATION
Many of our ovens can be built under
the worktop, but we would recommend,
where possible, installation in tall housing
to provide a convenient eye level position.

COMBINING AN OVEN WITH
A COMPACT APPLIANCE
The SeamlessCombination accessory kit replaces
the shelf that would normally divide the two
appliances with a much thinner metal shelf,
in order to close the visible gap between the
appliances. Be sure to refer to the installation
instructions or speak to your kitchen designer for
further information on combining appliances.

C28MT27N0B Compact Oven with Microwave
B58VT68N0B Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven

FOR CHRISTOPH,
STYLE IS EVERYTHING
“This oven is definitely the highlight of any
kitchen. My compact appliance and warming
drawer appears as one stunning unit. You can
really see the attention to detail.”
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COMFORT FLEX
Comfortable and flexible access to your cooking
Lift hot dishes safely and comfortably out of the
oven using our innovative ComfortFlex Rails.
With the new design the rails don’t get in the
way – you can grasp the tray or dish from
the side for more safety when handling.
If fitted with changeable shelves the rails can be
moved around easily and positioned in the oven
at whichever of the four levels you prefer.

With the new ComfortFlex Rails
you can lift hot baking dishes out
of the oven without the worry of
them tipping.

LET THERE BE LIGHT!
NEFF LIGHT®
Bright and brilliant
With NeffLight®, food is always visible without having to open the
oven door. It provides an increased level of effective lighting on all
four cooking levels of the main oven. Most ovens have an internal
lighting system, but when cooking, shelves and pans can reduce the
effectiveness of the light. NeffLight® brightly illuminates even the
farthest corner of the oven using LED bulbs. A special prism in the
oven door distributes the light evenly at all levels, for a perfect view
without dazzle.
B58VT68N0B Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven

neff.co.uk
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COOKING WITH A
NEFF OVEN
Our ovens feature a range of functions detailed below. The icons we’ve used for each
function are the same as shown on the oven, for total clarity and ease of use.

MAIN OVEN FUNCTIONS
CIRCO THERM® ECO

DEFROST

Optimised for cooking and baking on one level only
#01.03_P
#01.04_P
#01.45_P
#01.03_P
#01.04_P
#01.45_P
for maximum
energy efficiency.
Opting#01.16_P
forBREAD
thisBAKING
SETTING
CIRCOTHERM
PIZZA SETTING
BREADPIZZA
BAKING
DEFROST
CIRCOTHERM
ECO
SETTING
ECO
setting saves 30% energy when compared to the
maximum consumption allowed for A rated models.
It’s perfect for frozen or convenience foods, bread,
cakes and meats. Available on all electronically
controlled ovens.
#01.45_P
#01.06_P
CIRCOTHERM
CIRCOECO
ROASTING

#01.03_P
#01.06_P
#00.22_P
PIZZA
SETTING
CIRCODECALCIFY
ROASTING ®

#01.04_P
#00.22_P
#01.11_P
BREAD BAKING
DOUGHDECALCIFY
PROVING

CIRCO THERM INTENSIVE

#01.16_P
#01.11_P
#01.01_P
DEFROST
DOUGH
CIRCOTHERM
SETTING
PROVING

Uses a combination of CircoTherm® and bottom
#01.04_P
#01.02_P
#01.16_P
heat, ideal
for
foods that
need a crispyTOP-/
underside
BREAD
BAKING
BOTTOM
DEFROST
HEAT
SETTING
like pizzas or speciality breads. It can also be used
for one stage pastry such as lemon meringue pie,
#01.03_P
#01.04_P
#01.02_P
#01.16_P
eliminating
the
need for#01.10_P
blind
baking. #01.32_P
#01.06_P
#01.01_P
#01.11_P
#00.22_P
#01.29_P
#01.27_P
#01.10_P
#01.29_P
#01.27_P
PIZZA SETTING
BREAD BAKING
TOP-/ BOTTOM
DEFROST

#01.03_P
PIZZA SETTING

5_P
OTHERM

#01.45_P
CIRCOTHERM
ECO

CIRCOPYROLYTIC
ROASTING
SELFCLEAN

DECALCIFY
PYROLYTIC
REHEAT
SELFCLEAN

DOUGH
REHEAT
STEAMSETTING
COOKING
PROVING

CIRCOTHERM
STEAM COOKING
EASYCLEAN
HEAT

#01.16_P
#01.02_P
DEFROST
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT SETTING

#01.06_P
CIRCOROASTING

#01.01_P
#01.11_P
#01.17_P
Bread baking
temperature
varies between
180ºC
CIRCOTHERM
DOUGH
SPEISEN
#01.02_P
#01.05_P
#01.16_P
PROVING
WARMINGHEAT
3
TOP-/ BOTTOM
BOTTOM
DEFROST
and 220ºC.
Ideally
suited
to
baking
crusty
bread
HEAT
SETTING
with an open texture. Up to three levels of bread
can be baked
at the same time.
#01.01_P
#01.11_P
#00.22_P
#01.17_P
#01.29_P
#01.27_P
#01.32_P
#01.10_P
#01.73_P
#01.75_P

#00.22_P
DECALCIFY
#01.04_P
BREAD BAKING

#01.73_P
DECALCIFY
PYROLYTIC
BAKE ASSISTANT
SELFCLEAN

#01.75_P
DOUGH
REHEAT
BAKE ASSISTANT
CORE PROVING
TEMPERATURE
MEAT PROBE

CIRCOTHERM
STEAM
CORE COOKING
#01.18_P
TEMPERATURE
SYSTEM
STEAM
MEAT
PROBE
COOKING
#01.45_P
CIRCOTHERM
ECO
#01.32_P
EASYCLEAN
#01.17_P
SPEISEN
WARMING 3

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

9_P
LYTIC
2_P
CLEAN
LCIFY

#01.27_P
REHEAT
#01.11_P
DOUGH
PROVING

#01.29_P
PYROLYTIC
SELFCLEAN

3_P
7_P
ASSISTANT
AT

#01.73_P
BAKE ASSISTANT

#01.10_P
STEAM COOKING
#01.01_P
CIRCOTHERM

Providing conventional cooking heat sources at the
#01.05_P
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P
#01.31_P
#01.09_P Heat travels
#01.17_P
#01.31_P
#01.28_P
#01.09_P
top and
bottom
of the
oven.
to the
BOTTOM
FULL SURFACE
CENTRE-AREA
OVEN
SPEISEN HEAT
OVEN GENTLE
PREHEATING
GENTLE
GRILL
GRILL
CLEANING
??
COOKING
WARMING 3
CLEANING
??
DISHES
COOKING
centre of the oven by natural conduction. Ideal
for
baking pastries and scones.

#01.02_P
#01.01_P
#01.17_P
TOP-/
BOTTOM
CIRCOTHERM
SPEISEN
HEAT
WARMING 3

#01.05_P
BOTTOM HEAT

#01.10_P
#05.31_P
#01.75_P
STEAM
COOKING
ADD FAVOURITE
CORE

DRINK
TEMPERATURE
MEAT PROBE

Temperature#01.18_P
range

#05.31_P
#01.75_P
ADD
FAVOURITE
CORE
DRINK
TEMPERATURE
#01.45_P
MEAT PROBE
CIRCOTHERM
ECO
#01.03_P
PIZZA SETTING

SYSTEM STEAM
#01.03_P
COOKING
PIZZA
SETTING
#01.06_P
CIRCO#01.04_P
ROASTING
BREAD BAKING

Providing heat from the bottom of the oven, this
#01.03_P
#01.04_P
#01.16_P
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P
#01.31_P
#01.28_P
#01.09_P
#01.30_P
#01.13_Pcases
#01.76_P
method
is
ideal
for pizza
bases
pastry
PIZZA
SETTING
BREAD
BAKINGand
DEFROST
#01.13_P
#01.10_P
#01.76_P
FULL
SURFACE
CENTRE-AREA
OVEN
PREHEATING
GENTLE
ECOLYSIS
STEAM
ASSIST
STEAMBOTTOMASSIST
STEAMSETTING
COOKING
BOTTOMGRILL
GRILL
CLEANING
??
DISHES
COOKING
VARIO
STEAMand
VARIO CLEAN
STEAM or for bain
FULL STEAM
to create
marie
CLEAN a crispy underside
casseroles.

ERATURE
PROBE

#05.31_P
ADD FAVOURITE
DRINK

#01.18_P
SYSTEM STEAM
COOKING

RAPID
HEAT UP

141 – 200°C

201 – 250ºC
#01.12_P
251ºC

DESCALING

#01.06_P
CIRCOROASTING

#00.22_P
DECALCIFY
#01.29_P
PYROLYTIC
#01.11_P
SELFCLEAN
DOUGH
PROVING

RAPID
#01.04_P
HEAT UP
BREAD
BAKING
#01.29_P
#00.22_P
PYROLYTIC
DECALCIFY
#01.16_P
SELFCLEAN
DEFROST
SETTING
#01.14_P
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT ECO

73 hours
6 hours
3 hours

2 hours

#01.11_P
DOUGH
#01.73_P
PROVING
#01.27_P
BAKE ASSISTANT
REHEAT
#01.01_P
CIRCOTHERM

#00.22_P
DECALCIFY

#01.31_P
OVEN
#01.08_P
CLEANING
??
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

TOP-/ BOTTOM
#01.16_P
HEAT ECO
DEFROST
#01.27_P
SETTING
#01.11_P
REHEAT
DOUGH
#01.02_P
PROVING
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT
#01.07_PG
FULL SURFACE
GRILL

#01.01_P
CIRCOTHERM
#01.75_P
#01.10_P
CORE COOKING
STEAM
#01.17_P
TEMPERATURE
SPEISEN
MEAT PROBE
WARMING 3

#01.28_P
PREHEATING
DISHES

An ideal function for cooking meat and poultry for
#01.01_P
#01.11_P
#00.22_P
#01.31_P
#01.28_P
#01.13_P
#01.10_P
a rotisserie
result. The grill
and fan distribute
#01.76_P
CIRCOTHERMheat
DOUGH
DECALCIFY
OVEN
PREHEATING
STEAM
ASSIST
STEAM COOKING
BOTTOMPROVING
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P
#01.14_P ??
CLEANING
DISHES
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P
#01.33_P
VARIO
STEAM
FULL
STEAM
CLEAN
alternatively
reducing
cooking
times
by
35-40%.
FULL SURFACE
CENTRE-AREA
TOP-/ BOTTOM
FULL SURFACE
CENTRE-AREA
SABBATH

#01.29_P
#01.76_P
PYROLYTIC
BOTTOMSELFCLEAN
#01.14_P
CLEAN
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT ECO
#01.11_P
#01.16_P
DOUGH
DEFROST
PROVING
SETTING

HEAT ECO
GRILL #01.16_P
DEFROST
SETTING
#01.13_P
STEAM ASSIST
#01.28_P
VARIO STEAM
PREHEATING
DISHES

#01.27_P
#01.13_P
REHEAT
STEAM ASSIST
#01.07_PG
VARIO STEAM
FULL SURFACE
GRILL
#01.01_P
#01.02_P
CIRCOTHERM
TOP-/
BOTTOM

GRILL
GRILL #01.02_P
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT
#01.10_P
STEAM COOKING
FULL STEAM

#01.10_P
#01.10_P
STEAM
STEAM COOKING
COOKING
#01.08_P
FULL
STEAM
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL
#01.17_P
#01.05_P
SPEISEN HEAT
BOTTOM
WARMING 3

DOUGH PROVING

GRILL
#01.05_P
BOTTOM HEAT

#01.30_P
ECOLYSIS

HOT AIR*¥

#01.75_P
CORE
#01.08_P
TEMPERATURE
CENTRE-AREA
#01.05_P
MEAT
PROBE
GRILL
BOTTOM
HEAT
#01.32_P
#01.17_P
EASYCLEAN
SPEISEN
#01.07_PG
WARMING 3
FULL SURFACE
GRILL
#01.33_P
SABBATH

#01.18_P
#01.33_P
SYSTEM
SABBATHSTEAM
#01.07_PG
COOKING
FULL SURFACE
#01.30_P
GRILL
#01.09_P
ECOLYSIS
GENTLE
#01.08_P
COOKING
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

#01.12_P

#01.14_P
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT ECO
#01.13_P
#01.28_P
STEAM ASSIST
PREHEATING
VARIO STEAM
DISHES

RAPID
#01.08_P
HEAT UP
CENTRE-AREA
#01.76_P
GRILL
#01.31_P
BOTTOMOVEN
CLEAN
CLEANING
??

The fan draws air from the interior of the oven,
then heats it up and forces it back into the cavity to
ensure even heat distribution.

KEEP WARM

#05.31_P
ADD FAVOURITE
DRINK
#01.17_P
SPEISEN
WARMING 3
#01.32_P
EASYCLEAN
#01.18_P
#01.09_P
SYSTEM STEAM
GENTLE
COOKING
COOKING

An ideal setting for keeping food warm without
#01.31_P
#01.28_P
#01.09_P
drying it GENTLE
out before serving.
Typically set
between
OVEN
PREHEATING
CLEANING ??
DISHES
COOKING
#01.30_P
#01.13_P
#01.76_P
66°C to 100°C.
ECOLYSIS
STEAM
ASSIST
#01.07_PG
#01.12_P
#01.14_P
BOTTOM#01.31_P
RAPID
OVEN
HEAT UP
CLEANING ??

#01.28_P
TOP-/ BOTTOM
CLEAN
PREHEATING
HEAT ECO
DISHES

VARIO
STEAM
FULL SURFACE
GRILL

neff.co.uk
#01.29_P
PYROLYTIC
SELFCLEAN

#01.27_P
REHEAT

#01.10_P
STEAM COOKING
#05.31_P

#01.32_P
EASYCLEAN

#01.30_P
ECOLYSIS

#01.07_PG
FULL SURFACE
GRILL

#01.32_P
EASYCLEAN
#01.33_P
SABBATH

*On compact ovens only. ¥Check individual models for availability.
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#01.17_P
SPEISEN
WARMING
#01.33_P 3
SABBATH

This function provides a warm, moist environment,
#01.31_P
#01.09_P
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P
GENTLE
SURFACE
CENTRE-AREA
perfect for proving yeast dough while FULL
improving
the OVEN
CLEANING
??
COOKING
HEAT
GRILL
GRILL
#01.10_P
texture
and
quality of
pastry foods, such as cakes
#01.08_P
#01.33_P
STEAM
COOKING
CENTRE-AREA
SABBATH
FULL
GRILLSTEAM
and breads.

#01.73_P
BAKE ASSISTANT
#01.07_PG
FULL SURFACE
#01.02_P
GRILLBOTTOM
TOP-/
#01.10_P
HEAT
#01.01_P
STEAM COOKING
CIRCOTHERM
#01.05_P
BOTTOM HEAT
#01.08_P
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

#01.02_P
#01.10_P
TOP-/
BOTTOM
STEAM COOKING
HEAT
FULL STEAM

CIRCO ROASTING

#01.76_P
#01.31_P
BOTTOMOVEN
CLEAN
CLEANING ??

All Neff compact steam appliances contain a
descaling programme which can be set according to
the hardness of the water.

6_P
OTING

#01.09_P
GENTLE
#01.07_PG
COOKING
FULL
SURFACE
GRILL

#01.30_P
ECOLYSIS
#01.09_P
GENTLE
COOKING

Automatic
switch
off after
#01.12_P
#01.14_P

#01.08_P
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

#01.45_P
#01.05_P
#01.17_P
#01.32_P
CIRCOTHERM
#01.30_P
BOTTOM
HEAT
SPEISEN
EASYCLEAN
ECO
ECOLYSIS
WARMING 3

SPEISEN
EASYCLEAN
#01.18_P 3
WARMING
#01.12_P
RAPID SYSTEM STEAM
COOKING
HEAT UP
#01.03_P
PIZZA SETTING

#01.30_P
ECOLYSIS
#01.12_P
RAPID
HEAT UP
#00.22_P
#01.04_P
DECALCIFY
BREAD
BAKING

#01.28_P
PREHEATING
DISHES

BOTTOM HEAT

For electronic ovens only, this feature will
#01.45_P
CIRCOTHERM
automatically
cut in if no changes to the settings on
ECO
#01.75_P
#01.32_P
#01.30_P
#01.10_P
CORE
#01.76_P
the
appliance
made in a long
time, giving #01.13_P
#01.12_P
#01.14_P
#01.07_PG
#01.18_P have been
EASYCLEAN
ECOLYSIS
STEAM
COOKING
STEAM
ASSIST
TEMPERATURE
BOTTOMRAPID
TOP-/ BOTTOM
FULL SURFACE
SYSTEM STEAM
VARIO
MEAT PROBE
CLEAN
UP
HEAT ECO
GRILL STEAM
COOKING peace of HEAT
you complete
mind.

Under 140ºC

5_P
1_P
OTHERM
FAVOURITE
5_P
EK

#01.32_P
EASYCLEAN
#01.18_P
SYSTEM STEAM
COOKING
#01.06_P
#01.03_P
CIRCOPIZZA SETTING
ROASTING

#01.07_PG
FULL SURFACE
GRILL

#01.06_P
#01.09_P
#01.30_P
CIRCOGENTLE
ECOLYSIS
ROASTING
#01.12_P
COOKING
#01.14_P
RAPID
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT UP
HEAT ECO
#01.04_P
BREAD BAKING

AUTOMATIC SAFETY SWITCH OFF

#01.27_P
#01.73_P
#05.31_P
REHEAT
BAKE
ASSISTANT
ADD FAVOURITE
DRINK

#01.08_P
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

TOP/BOTTOM HEAT

BREAD BAKING

6_P
O3_P
ATING
SETTING

The CircoTherm® fan circulates air through the oven
#01.02_P
#01.05_P
#01.07_PG
#01.05_P
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P
to speed
up
defrosting
times
whileCENTRE-AREA
retaining
food
TOP-/
BOTTOM
BOTTOM HEAT
FULL SURFACE
BOTTOM
HEAT
FULL SURFACE
HEAT
GRILL
GRILL GRILL
colour and moisture. Ideal for delicate foods as well
as fish and poultry.

#01.76_P
BOTTOM-

#01.13_P
STEAM ASSIST
VARIO STEAM

#01.10_P
STEAM COOKING
FULL STEAM

#01.10_P
STEAM
COOKING
#01.08_P
FULL
STEAM
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

/ BOTTOM

SELFCLEAN
BOTTOM HEAT
PIZZA SETTING

7_P
SEN
MING 3
G
5_P
TOM HEAT

#01.73_P
BAKE ASSISTANT
#00.22_P#01.09_P
GENTLE
DECALCIFY
#01.04_PCOOKING
BREAD BAKING
#01.07_PG
FULL SURFACE
GRILL

FULL SURFACE
BREAD BAKING
GRILL

DEFROSTCENTRE-AREA
SETTING GRILL

TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT

BOTTOM HEAT

CLEAN
FULL SURFACE
GRILL

LOW TEMPERATURE COOKING

0_P
LYSIS

9_P
TLE
7_PG
KING
SURFACE

L

ANT
3_P
4_P
A/ BOTTOM
SETTING
ECO
6_P
TOM1_P
5_P
N
OTHERM
NING ??

OVEN CLEANING

GRILL

#01.10_P #01.13_P
STEAM ASSIST
STEAM COOKING
#01.03_P
VARIOSETTING
STEAM
#01.01_PPIZZA
CIRCOTHERM
®
#01.28_P
PREHEATING
DISHES

#01.32_P #01.10_P
#01.30_P
STEAM COOKING ECOLYSIS
EASYCLEAN
#01.04_P
#01.16_P
FULL STEAM
#01.17_PBREAD
BAKING #01.09_PDEFROST
GENTLESETTING
SPEISEN
COOKING
WARMING 3

PLATE WARMING

DISHES

#01.76_P
BOTTOM-#01.02_P
#01.31_PTOP-/ BOTTOM
CLEAN
OVEN HEAT
CLEANING ??

A special electronic setting designed to keep
EcoClean surfaces inside the oven as clean as
possible. Used on a#01.06_P
regular basis,#00.22_P
it can keep the#01.11_P
CIRCODOUGH
DECALCIFY
oven’s interior lining
remarkably clean with minimal
ROASTING
PROVING
maintenance required.

#01.75_P
CORE #01.06_P
#01.04_P
#01.07_PG
#01.10_PCIRCOTEMPERATURE
BREAD
BAKING
FULL SURFACE
STEAM
COOKING
MEAT
PROBE
ROASTING
GRILL
#01.13_P
STEAM ASSIST
#01.28_P
#01.03_P
VARIOSETTING
STEAM
PREHEATING
PIZZA

#01.02_P
#01.16_P
#01.08_P
#01.33_P
#01.12_P #01.11_P
#01.18_P#00.22_P
#01.32_PDECALCIFY
#01.30_PDOUGH
TOP-/
BOTTOM
DEFROST
CENTRE-AREA RAPID
SABBATH
SYSTEM
STEAM
EASYCLEAN
ECOLYSIS
HEAT
SETTING
GRILL
HEAT
UPPROVING
COOKING
#01.10_P
STEAM COOKING
#01.04_P
#01.16_P
FULL STEAM
BREAD
BAKING
DEFROST
#01.29_P
SETTING
PYROLYTIC
SELFCLEAN

#01.05_P
#01.14_P #01.01_P
BOTTOM HEAT
#01.76_P
CIRCOTHERM
TOP-/
BOTTOM
BOTTOMHEAT
ECO
CLEAN

#01.07_PG
#01.17_P
#01.07_PG
#01.13_P
FULL SURFACE
SPEISEN
FULL
SURFACE
STEAM ASSIST
GRILL
WARMING
3
GRILL
VARIO STEAM

Hot air is circulated at up to 65ºC to safely warm
#01.02_P
#01.05_P
TOP-/
BOTTOM
BOTTOM HEAT
plates and service dishes in preparation
for
dinner.
#01.27_P
#01.10_P
REHEAT

HEAT

STEAM COOKING

PYROLYTIC SELF-CLEANING

TE
2_P
ALCIFY

RE

3_P
6_P
7_PG
M
ASSIST
OSURFACE
O
STING
L STEAM

7_P
EAT
4_P
AD BAKING

9_P
OLYTIC
8_P
CLEAN
RE-AREA

L

Pyrolytic cleaning is a self-cleaning system for
#01.45_P#01.30_P
#01.31_P
#01.01_P
#01.09_P
#01.17_P
#01.27_P
#01.32_P
#01.10_P
ovens. The
process superheats
the oven
to
CIRCOTHERM
OVEN
CIRCOTHERM
GENTLE
SPEISEN
REHEAT
EASYCLEAN
ECOLYSIS
STEAM
COOKING
ECO
COOKING
#01.07_PG
#01.08_PCLEANING ??
#01.12_P
#01.14_PWARMING 3
approximately
485°C,
which burnsFULL
off
any deposits
SURFACE
CENTRE-AREA
RAPID
TOP-/ BOTTOM
SYSTEM STEAM
#01.10_P
#01.01_P
#01.09_P
#00.22_P
UP#01.11_P
HEAT ECO
COOKING
#01.08_P
#01.33_P
fromHEAT
baking,
roasting
and
grilling.GRILL
This#01.17_P
creates aGRILL GENTLE
STEAM
COOKING
CIRCOTHERM
DOUGH
DECALCIFY
SPEISEN
CENTRE-AREA
SABBATH
#01.73_P
#01.75_P
FULL
PROVING
COOKING
WARMING 3
GRILLSTEAM
BAKE
ASSISTANT
CORE
#01.18_P
perfectly clean oven
and
a residue
of fine ash that’s
TEMPERATURE
SYSTEM STEAM
COOKING
easily removed with a damp cloth.MEAT PROBE
#01.11_P
#01.29_P
DOUGH
PYROLYTIC
PROVING
#01.18_PSELFCLEAN

#01.03_P
#01.04_P
#01.45_P
PIZZA SETTING
BREAD BAKING
CIRCOTHERM
ECO
#01.32_P
#01.30_P
#01.10_P
#01.76_P
#01.73_P
#01.75_P
EASYCLEAN
ECOLYSIS
STEAM
COOKING
BOTTOMBAKE
ASSISTANT
CORE
#01.12_P
#01.18_P
#01.02_P
#01.05_P
#01.07_PG
#01.16_P
CLEAN
TEMPERATURE
RAPID
SYSTEM
TOP-/ BOTTOM
BOTTOMSTEAM
HEAT
FULL SURFACE
DEFROST
MEAT
PROBE
HEAT
COOKING
HEAT
GRILLUP
SETTING
#01.27_P
#01.32_P
#01.30_P
#01.10_P
REHEAT
EASYCLEAN
ECOLYSIS
STEAM COOKING
#01.33_P
#05.31_P
SABBATH
ADD FAVOURITE
DRINK

REHEAT

#01.16_P
DEFROST
#01.06_P
SETTING#01.13_P
CIRCO- STEAM ASSIST
#01.14_P
#01.08_P
ROASTING
VARIO STEAM
TOP-/
BOTTOM
CENTRE-AREA

Reheat allows you to gently warm dishes again –
and thanks to the moisture in the oven, they will
look and taste freshly prepared.

STEAM SETTING

#01.06_P
#00.22_P
CIRCODECALCIFY
ROASTING
#01.04_P#05.31_P
#01.02_P
#01.16_P
5_P
ADD FAVOURITE DEFROST
BREAD BAKING
TOP-/ BOTTOM
EG
#01.12_P
#01.14_P
#01.18_P
#01.01_P
1_P
#01.09_P
DRINK
SETTING#01.17_P
HEAT
PERATURE
RAPID
TOP-/
BOTTOM
SYSTEM STEAM
CIRCOTHERM
GH
GENTLE
SPEISEN
T6_P
PROBE
#01.02_P
#01.05_P
#01.07_PG
HEAT
UP 3
HEAT
ECO
COOKING
VING
COOKING
WARMING
TOP-/
BOTTOM
BOTTOM HEAT
FULL SURFACE
OST
3_P
#01.75_P
HEAT
GRILL
ING
ASSISTANT
CORE
#01.12_P
#01.18_P
TEMPERATURE
RAPID
SYSTEM STEAM
MEAT PROBE
HEAT UP
COOKING

HEAT
GRILLECO
#01.76_P
BOTTOMCLEAN

#01.01_P
CIRCOTHERM

#01.11_P
DOUGH

#01.29_P
PROVING
#01.05_P
#01.07_PG
A setting specifically used in conjunction
with PYROLYTIC
BOTTOM HEAT
FULL SURFACE
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P
#01.31_P
#01.28_P
SELFCLEAN
**
GRILL
the Neff system steamer accessory Z19DD10X0
FULL
CENTRE-AREA
OVENSURFACE
PREHEATING
#01.08_P
GRILL
GRILL
CLEANING ??
DISHES
CENTRE-AREA
This provides one of the healthiest cooking
GRILL
#01.07_PG
#01.14_P
FULL SURFACE
TOP-/ BOTTOM
methods around.

EASY CLEAN®
#01.29_P
PYROLYTIC
SELFCLEAN
#01.01_P
CIRCOTHERM
#01.30_P
ECOLYSIS
#01.09_P
#01.08_P
GENTLE
#01.07_PG
CENTRE-AREA
COOKING
FULL
GRILLSURFACE
GRILL

#01.27_P
REHEAT
#01.17_P
SPEISEN
#01.76_P
WARMING
3
BOTTOM#01.31_P
CLEAN
OVEN
#01.08_P ??
CLEANING
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

GRILL

HEAT ECO

#01.10_P
STEAM COOKING
#01.09_P
GENTLE
#01.13_P
COOKING
STEAM ASSIST
#01.28_P
VARIO STEAM
®
PREHEATING
DISHES

The grill element is situated in the oven roof.
#01.08_P
#01.33_P
#01.28_P
It is thermostatically
controlled
and will
CENTRE-AREA
SABBATH
PREHEATING
GRILL
DISHES
cycle on and off to maintain the required
temperature.

#01.07_PG
#01.31_P
FULL SURFACE
OVEN
GRILL
CLEANING
#01.08_P ??
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

#01.16_P
DEFROST
SETTING

#01.10_P
STEAM COOKING

8_P
2_P
EM STEAM
9_P
CLEAN
KING
7_P
TLE
SEN
KING
MING 3

ECO CLEAN®
#01.73_P
BAKE ASSISTANT
#01.32_P
EASYCLEAN

#01.75_P
CORE
#01.30_P
TEMPERATURE
ECOLYSIS
MEAT
PROBE®

6_P
2_P
0_P
TOMD
LYSIS
AN
UP

7_PG
4_P
SURFACE
/LBOTTOM
ECO

BASE CLEAN

#01.18_P
SYSTEM STEAM
COOKING
#01.13_P
#01.14_P
#01.76_P
STEAM ASSIST
TOP-/ BOTTOM
BOTTOMVARIO STEAM
HEAT ECO
CLEAN

#01.12_P
RAPID
HEAT UP

#01.14_P
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT ECO

#01.12_P
#01.18_P
#05.31_P
#01.13_P
#01.76_P
RAPID
SYSTEM STEAM
ADD
FAVOURITE
STEAM
BOTTOMHEAT
UPASSIST
COOKING
DRINK
VARIO STEAM
CLEAN
#01.08_P
#01.33_P
#01.10_P
CENTRE-AREA
SABBATH
STEAM
COOKING
GRILLSTEAM
FULL

#01.07_PG
FULL SURFACE
GRILL

#01.07_PG
FULL SURFACE
GRILL

VarioSteam® gives dishes just the right
#01.10_P
amount of
moisture
by adding
steam at
STEAM COOKING
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P
FULL STEAM
FULL SURFACE
CENTRE-AREA
three intensity
levels, for baking,
roasting or
GRILL
GRILL
just
heating
up.
Foods
come
out
with
more
#01.03_P
#01.04_P
#01.16_P
#01.45_P
PIZZA SETTING
BREAD BAKING
DEFROST
CIRCOTHERM
#01.31_P
#01.01_P
#01.09_P
#01.17_P
intense flavour
and an appetising
appearance.
SETTING
ECO

CIRCOTHERM

#01.08_P
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

BaseClean
helps clean the bottom of the oven
#01.10_P
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P
#01.33_P
#01.13_P
#01.10_P
STEAM COOKING
FULL
SURFACE
CENTRE-AREA
SABBATH
by softening
dirt with warm
water. After
the
STEAM
ASSIST
STEAM COOKING
FULL STEAM
GRILL
GRILL
VARIO STEAM
FULL STEAM
programme has finished you just have to wipe the
base with a damp cloth.

#01.08_P
CENTRE-AR
GRILL

SPEISEN
WARMING 3

GENTLE
COOKING

OVEN
CLEANING ??

#01.02_P
TOP-/ BOTT
#01.28_P
HEAT
PREHEATIN
DISHES

FULL STEAM
Make your favourite dishes healthier by
#01.28_P
#01.33_P#01.31_P
OVEN nutrients and
PREHEATING
SABBATH
locking in
food’s
flavour with
CLEANING ??
DISHES
our
FullSteam
function.
It’s
easy
to operate
#01.06_P#01.07_PG
#01.01_P
#01.11_P
#00.22_P#01.08_P
SURFACE DECALCIFY
CENTRE-AREA DOUGH
CIRCO- FULL
CIRCOTHERM
and
also
simple
to
refill
the
one
litre
water
#01.32_P
#01.30_P
#01.13_P
#01.76_P
GRILL
GRILL
ROASTING
PROVING
EASYCLEAN
ECOLYSIS
STEAM ASSIST
BOTTOMVARIO
STEAM
container – press a button
front
CLEAN to open the
panel, remove the container, fill it and you’re
ready to steam ahead.
#01.08_P
#01.08_P#01.09_P
#01.10_PGENTLE
CENTRE-AREA
CENTRE-AREA
STEAM COOKING
GRILL
COOKING
GRILL
FULL STEAM

#01.03_P#01.28_P
#01.76_P
PIZZA SETTING
PREHEATING
BOTTOMDISHES
#01.33_PCLEAN

#01.04_P#01.13_P
BREAD BAKING
STEAM ASSIST
VARIO STEAM

#01.02_P
#01.16_P#01.10_P
DEFROST
STEAM COOKING TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT
SETTINGFULL STEAM

#01.27_P#01.28_P

#01.10_P

#01.17_P
SPEISEN
#01.10_P
WARMING
3
STEAM
COO
FULL STEAM

#01.05_P
BOTTOM HE

CIRCO THERM® POWER BOOST

SABBATH
#01.29_P#01.31_P
OVEN
PYROLYTIC
CLEANING ??
SELFCLEAN
#01.12_P
RAPID
HEAT UP

The PowerBoost
function
speeds
up
REHEAT PREHEATING
EASYCLEAN
STEAM
COOKING things
DISHES
#01.14_P
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P of
even more
when cooking
for short periods
TOP-/ BOTTOM
FULL SURFACE
CENTRE-AREA
HEAT ECO
GRILL
time – just
put the foodGRILL
in and start the
oven.

#01.02_P
#01.05_P
#01.07_PG
TOP-/ BOTTOM
BOTTOM HEAT
FULL SURFACE
#01.01_P
#01.11_P
#00.22_P
HEAT
GRILL
#01.10_P
CIRCOTHERM
DECALCIFY
STEAM COOKING DOUGH
#01.07_PG
#01.33_P
PROVING#01.08_P
FULL STEAM
FULL SURFACE
CENTRE-AREA
SABBATH
GRILL
GRILL
#01.73_P#01.13_P
#01.75_P#01.10_P
STEAM ASSIST
BAKE ASSISTANT
CORE STEAM COOKING #01.18_P
VARIO STEAM
FULL STEAM
TEMPERATURE
SYSTEM STEAM
MEAT PROBE
COOKING

BAKING AND
ROASTING ASSISTANT

#01.32_P

#01.08_P
CENTRE-AREA
#01.17_P
GRILL
SPEISEN
WARMING 3

This innovative assistant makes food #01.12_P
RAPID
preparation even easier and more
HEAT UP
convenient. The Baking and Roasting
#01.31_P
#01.28_P
#01.09_P
#01.17_P Assistant
serves up a cooking
suggestion
at
OVEN
PREHEATING
GENTLE
SPEISEN
#01.27_P
#01.32_P
#01.30_P
#01.10_P
CLEANING ??
DISHES
COOKING
WARMING
#01.08_P 3
the pressSTEAM
of aCOOKING
button. ItEASYCLEAN
also recommends
the
REHEAT
ECOLYSIS
CENTRE-AREA
#01.33_P
GRILL
SABBATH
ideal heating mode, temperature and time, to
#05.31_P
ensure perfect
results.
ADD FAVOURITE
#01.08_P
#01.33_P
DRINK

CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

#01.30_P
ECOLYSIS
#01.33_P
SABBATH

#01.09_P
GENTLE
COOKING

#01.14_P
TOP-/ BOTT
HEAT ECO

#01.76_P
BOTTOMCLEAN

SABBATH

MULTIPOINT MEATPROBE
#01.13_P
#01.10_P
The MultiPoint
MeatProbe
measures the
#01.76_P
STEAM ASSIST
STEAM COOKING
BOTTOMVARIO STEAM
FULL STEAM
CLEAN
joint’s heat
at three points
to ensure the
right
#01.12_P
#01.14_P
#01.18_P
RAPID
TOP-/ BOTTOM
SYSTEM STEAM is reached
core temperature
and
the
meat
is
HEAT UP
HEAT ECO
COOKING
cooked for the correct duration of time.

#01.07_PG
FULL SURFA
GRILL

CONVENTIONAL HEAT ECO
This setting heats up the centre of the oven
#01.07_PG
#01.08_P
#01.33_P
for singleFULL
shelf
cooking.CENTRE-AREA
The oven maintains
SURFACE
SABBATH
GRILL
GRILL
its average temperature in a more economical
way by cutting out the on/off thermostat so
the oven cooks on residual heat.

#01.14_P
#01.10_P
TOP-/
BOTTOM
STEAM
COOKING
HEAT
ECO
FULL STEAM

SABBATH

#05.31_P
ADD FAVOURITE
DRINK

E

VARIO STEAM®

#01.05_P
BOTTOM HEAT

#01.32_P
#01.30_P
EASYCLEAN
ECOLYSIS
#01.73_P
#01.75_P
#01.31_P
#01.28_P
BAKE
CORE
OVEN ASSISTANT
PREHEATING
#01.10_P
TEMPERATURE
CLEANING
??
DISHES
STEAM COOKING MEAT PROBE
FULL STEAM

Neff’s patented EcoClean is a microfine ceramic
#01.07_PG
#01.14_P
#01.13_P
#01.76_P
FULL SURFACE
TOP-/
BOTTOM
bead coating
on the oven’s
interior top, sides and
#01.28_P
STEAM
ASSIST
BOTTOMGRILL STEAM
HEAT
ECO
#01.31_P
#01.28_P
PREHEATING
VARIO
CLEAN
OVEN
PREHEATING
DISHES
back. It has
a
very
large
surface
area, making it
CLEANING ??
DISHES
extremely absorbent. It absorbs fat droplets and
keeps the inside of the oven clean.

#01.12_P
#01.30_P
RAPID
#01.31_P
ECOLYSIS
HEAT
#01.09_P
OVEN UP
GENTLE
CLEANING ??
COOKING

#01.02_P
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT

#01.13_P
STEAM ASSIST
#01.05_P
VARIO
STEAM
#01.28_P
BOTTOM HEAT
PREHEATING
DISHES

For a lightly soiled oven, put approximately 400ml
of water and a drop of washing-up liquid in the base
pan and then select the EasyClean programme.
It softens baked-on residue so you can just wipe it
down, for fast and uncomplicated oven cleaning.

#01.11_P
DOUGH
#01.32_P
0_P
PROVING
EASYCLEAN
M COOKING
1_P
#01.17_P
5_P
#01.07_PG
1_P
OTHERM
SPEISEN
2_P
#01.05_P
TOM
HEAT
FULL SURFACE
FAVOURITE
WARMING
3
/KBOTTOM
BOTTOM
HEAT
GRILL

FULL STEAM

FULL SURFACE GRILL

A special
#01.75_P setting for hob-sealed prime cuts of
CORE
#01.12_P
#01.14_P
#01.18_P#01.28_P
#01.11_P #01.31_P
#01.01_P
#01.09_P
meat
and poultry. Meat/poultry
is#01.17_P
placed in a preTEMPERATURE
RAPID
TOP-/ BOTTOM
SYSTEM PREHEATING
STEAM
CIRCOTHERM
DOUGH OVEN
GENTLE
SPEISEN
MEAT PROBE
HEAT
UP 3
HEAT
ECO
COOKING
PROVING
COOKING
WARMING
#01.02_PDISHES
#01.05_P
#01.07_PG
#01.16_PCLEANING ??
heated
dish and transferred
into the
oven.
TOP-/ BOTTOM
BOTTOM
HEAT The low
FULL SURFACE
DEFROST
HEAT
GRILL
SETTING#01.08_P
temperature
setting uses a fixed temperature to
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL
#01.03_P resulting #01.04_P
#01.45_P
gently tenderise without
overcooking,
in
PIZZA SETTING
BREAD BAKING
CIRCOTHERM
ECO
meat/poultry that is juicy and melts in the mouth.

#05.31_P
ADD FAVOURITE
#01.27_P
DRINK #01.76_P
BOTTOMREHEAT #01.45_P
CLEAN
#01.11_PCIRCOTHERM
DOUGH ECO
PROVING#01.31_P
OVEN
#01.08_P
CLEANING ??
CENTRE-AREA

VARIO STEAM
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

#01.33_P
SABBATH

This setting engages the top and bottom
heating elements to reach a temperature of
between 85°C and 140°C. The oven can be
set to run for up to 74 hours to keep food
warm, without activating the fan, lights and
controls as these are disabled.

CENTRE SURFACE GRILL
You can use just the centre section of the grill for
#01.33_P
smaller quantities.
#01.08_P
#01.33_P

#01.08_P
#01.07_PG
CENTRE-AREA
FULL
GRILLSURFACE
**Only for use
GRILL

SABBATH
CENTRE-AREA

SABBATH

in Premium
GRILLCollection models.

neff.co.uk
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COMPACT APPLIANCES
There’s no reason small can’t be beautiful
Our compact appliances are a stylish and practical way to extend your range
of cooking options. Whether you want a number of appliances in a kitchen
with limited space, or you’re just looking for that finishing touch, our range of
compact appliances will provide the perfect solution. Designed to coordinate
with our ovens and extractor hoods, you can customise the installation of your
appliances to suit your requirements.

18
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT
COMPACT APPLIANCE
Clever compacts that extend your range of cooking options
Whatever appliances you want included in your dream kitchen, from a simple
microwave or warming drawer, to a specialist coffee centre or versatile
steam oven, you can pick and choose from our range in full confidence of
coordinated design and unlimited flexibility.

STEAM OVENS

WARMING DRAWERS

Steaming is recognised as one of healthiest ways of
cooking food. Our compact steam ovens are incredibly
flexible and provide the opportunity to combine steam
cooking with other conventional cooking methods. They
can even steam food from frozen, perfect if you want a
healthier lifestyle.

Not only do warming drawers heat plates before serving
and keep food warm until it’s ready to dish up, they can
also be used for preparing yoghurt, defrosting delicate
foods, proving dough and melting chocolate.

MICROWAVE OVENS
No kitchen should be without a microwave oven.
Whatever time, day or night, whip up a meal in half
the time, using very little energy.

C18FT56N0B Compact Steam Oven
N17HH10N0B Warming Drawer

20
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COFFEE CENTRE
Create the freshest coffee imaginable with our bean
to cup coffee machine. Coffee, espresso, cappuccino,
latte – the choice is endless.

C17KS61N0 Compact Coffee Machine
N17HH10N0B Warming Drawer

C18FT58N0B Compact Steam Oven
N17ZH10N0 Accessory Drawer

we believe in creating truly unique and
versatile kitchen solutions.
neff.co.uk
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STEAM COOKING
The healthy option
With healthy eating in the minds of many, steam cooking has become an increasingly popular
option in the kitchen. Our advanced compact steam ovens combine hot air cooking and steaming
to prepare all sorts of foods – bread, meat and fish – keeping them beautifully moist on the inside,
but satisfyingly crispy on the outside. As well as being easy to use and clean, you are able to cook a
whole range of fresh meals at low temperatures, making them highly energy efficient too.

Large TFT display: C18FT56N0B
Compact Steam Oven

Medium TFT display: C17FS32N0B
Compact Steam Oven

Small TFT display: C17DR02N0
Compact Steam Oven

We also have one pure steam compact oven in the range (C17DR02N0) to cook meals that not only taste good, but
are healthy too. As well as sealing in all the vitamin and mineral content of fresh food, steaming also preserves natural
flavour so less salt and oil is required.

VEGETABLES SO FRESH
YOU CAN TASTE
EACH VITAMIN.
For more recipe information visit neff.co.uk
22
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SOPHIE LOVES
VITAMIN-RICH INGREDIENTS
“I frequently visit open-air markets looking for
seasonal vegetables with lots of nutrients.
Of course, I don’t want the nutrients to get lost
during preparation, so gentle steaming is ideal!”

HAVING THE OPTION TO STEAM COOK EVERY DAY IS A GREAT
BENEFIT TO HEALTHY EATING AND IMPROVING NUTRITION IN MEALS.

neff.co.uk
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COOKING WITH YOUR
MICROWAVE OVEN
Whip up a delicious meal in half the time
A Neff compact appliance provides greater flexibility in all aspects of daily life.
Our ovens with microwave, for example, can be a second oven for big meals
while still providing microwave facilities as a quick alternative.

You’ll notice that there are two types of microwave
and oven combination appliances in the Neff range:

MICROWAVE OVENS
Conventional microwave ovens use microwaves to
cook food, a very fast and versatile system of cooking,
perfect for heating ready meals, cooking from frozen
or defrosting food at any time.

COMPACT OVENS WITH MICROWAVE

C27MS22N0B
Compact Oven with Microwave

Ovens with an integrated microwave can mix the
functions of both with the emphasis on the traditional
oven heating elements – inside it looks like a
conventional three shelf oven. This is a great choice
if you want to use oven functionality but with the
added benefit of speed.

C17GR00N0B
Compact Microwave

24
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POWER LEVELS
All of our microwave ovens
have five power levels. In
general, high power is used
for heating liquids and
cooking vegetables, and
lower set tings for reheating,
baking, roasting, defrosting
and keeping foods warm.

ENERGY
Microwaves only use about 1kW of energy per hour compared to
5kW in many conventional ovens.

TIME
Microwave ovens will save you time in the kitchen. If you need to defrost
something quickly, or speed cook a course for dinner, they’re the ideal solution.

neff.co.uk
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WARMING DRAWERS
Keeping food warm has never been so easy
Warming drawers are a must for the serious cook. They’re useful and versatile
and help with the preparation and timing of meals. Easily accessible on smooth
telescopic runners, a warming drawer will not only heat plates before serving up,
but keep pre-cooked food warm too. As well as warming, they can be used to
defrost delicate foods, melt chocolate, make yoghurt and prove dough. Plus, the
heated ceramic base allows you to wipe off any spillages really easily.

There are two sizes :

N17HH20N0B Warming Drawer
29cm high – 40 plate capacity

THE NEFF ACCESSORY DRAWER
N17HH11N0B Warming Drawer
14cm high – 12 plate capacity

26
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Our 14cm fully extendable accessory drawer provides
additional storage space for anything from tea towels,
to mugs and latte glasses.

THE NEW NEFF
COFFEE CENTRE
Choose from Ristretto, Espresso, Macchiato,
Coffee, Cappuccino, Latte Macchiato, Caffe Latte,
milk froth, warm milk or hot water with our new
coffee centre.

#01.45_P
CIRCOTHERM
ECO

#01.03_P
PIZZA SETTING

#01.04_P
BREAD BAKING

SIMPLE, FAST AND IRRESISTIBLE
For an optimal aroma extraction, the
brewing temperature of coffee needs
to be between 90-95°C. The unique
#01.06_P
#01.11_P
#00.22_P
CIRCODOUGH
SensoFlowSystem
in ourDECALCIFY
new machine
ROASTING
PROVING
always heats the water to precisely this
temperature, guaranteeing the highest
indulgence with every cup.

MY COFFEE

#01.29_P
PYROLYTIC
SELFCLEAN

#01.27_P
REHEAT

#01.10_P
STEAM COOKING

Impress guests and add a personal touch to
your kitchen with the new MyCoffee option.
Eight individual beverages can be created,
allowing you to select strength, size,
#01.73_P
#01.75_P
ASSISTANT
CORE
#01.18_P
temperatureBAKE
and
share of
milk before
saving
TEMPERATURE
SYSTEM STEAM
MEAT PROBE
COOKING
it under your guests’ name. Access to your
personal coffee is fast and easy by
pressing the

#01.16_P
DEFROST
SETTING

#01.01_P
CIRCOTHERM

#01.32_P
EASYCLEAN

#01.12_P
RAPID
HEAT UP

#05.31_P
ADD FAVOURITE
DRINK

A s with all
other com
p ac t
appliances,
the Neff co
centre is d
ffee
esigned to
perfec tly
align with
the entire
new
oven series
and feature
s the
Shif tContr
ol panel.

C17KS61N0
Compact Coffee Centre

neff.co.uk
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THE NEFF COLLECTIONS
The ideal appliances for modern or contemporary kitchens
To help you choose between premium models with features for advanced,
creative cooking, or more classic models with features that make life in
the kitchen easier and more enjoyable, we’ve classified our ovens into two
stunning collections.

30

B58CT28N0B
Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven

U16E74N3GB
Double Oven

PREMIUM COLLECTION:

CLASSIC COLLECTION:

Our most premium range consists of features such as,
the unique Slide&Hide® fully retractable oven door, an
innovative control panel with high resolution colour TFT
display screen and a stylish black glass finish. Combine
any oven and compact appliance in the kitchen and
they’ll line up perfectly; Ideal for today’s modern kitchens.

Our classic range comprises stunning single ovens, double
ovens and microwaves with stainless steel fascias and a
ClearText silver display, to give your kitchen a classic and
contemporary look.

neff.co.uk

neff.co.uk
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AT A GLANCE
PREMIUM COLLECTION 1
Ovens within this collection comprise of
selected features including: Slide&Hide®,
Pyrolytic self-cleaning, FullSteam, VarioSteam®,
FullTouchControl with a 5.7 inch high resolution
TFT display, ComfortFlex® Rails, NeffLight®,
MultiPoint MeatProbe, Baking and
Roasting Assistant.

034 - 037

This collection also includes a compact oven,
compact steam ovens and compact ovens
with microwave.
PREMIUM COLLECTION 2
Ovens within this collection comprise of
selected features including: Slide&Hide®,
Pyrolytic self-cleaning, FullSteam, VarioSteam®,
ShiftControl 4.1 inch high resolution
TFT display, Baking and Roasting Assistant.

038 - 040

This collection also includes a compact oven,
a compact steam oven a compact oven
with microwave, warming drawers and
a coffee centre.
PREMIUM COLLECTION 3
041 - 044
Ovens within this collection comprise of
selected features including: Slide&Hide®,
Pyrolytic self-cleaning, VarioSteam®,
ShiftControl 2.5 inch high resolution TFT display.
This collection also includes a compact steam
oven and compact ovens with microwave.
CLASSIC COLLECTION 1
045
This collection comprises of our sleek, stainless
steel built-in double ovens with features including:
ClearText, Telescopic FlexiRail® system, Electronic
control, CeramiClean® liners, Easy clock.
CLASSIC COLLECTION 2
As well as more stunning built-in double ovens,
this collection comprises of a built-under double
oven and classic microwave ovens. Key features
include: Quick connect shelf supports,
CeramiClean® liners, Easy clock.

046 - 047

CLASSIC COLLECTION 3
This collection comprises of all contemporary
styles, stainless steel single ovens with features
including: Slide&Hide®, CeramiClean® liners,
Quick connect shelf supports, Easy clock.

048 - 049

The collection also hosts further built-in and
built-under double ovens and microwave ovens.

neff.co.uk
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PREMIUM COLLECTION 1
Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Ovens

B58VT68N0B

B58CT68N0B

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven
Energy

Energy

Slide&Hide®

CircoTherm®

Slide&Hide®

VarioSteam®

Pyrolyse

NeffLight®

Pyrolyse

NeffLight® ComfortFlex

ComfortFlex

FullTouch
Control

EasyClean®

FullTouch
Control

EasyClean®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

B58VT28N0B

B58CT28N0B

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
NeffLight®
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
MultiPoint MeatProbe
Silver display EasyClock
18 automatic programmes
Rapid heat
Revolution handle
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
NeffLight®
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
MultiPoint MeatProbe
Silver display EasyClock
Rapid heat
Revolution handle
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

71 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre

71 litre

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven
Energy

Energy

Slide&Hide®

VarioSteam®

Pyrolyse

FullTouch
Control

EasyClean®

CircoTherm®

Slide&Hide®

ComfortFlex

Pyrolyse

EasyClean®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
LED light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
MultiPoint MeatProbe
Silver display EasyClock
18 automatic programmes
Rapid heat
Revolution handle
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®
71 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre
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CircoTherm®

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
Interior halogen light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
MultiPoint MeatProbe
Silver display EasyClock
Rapid heat
Revolution handle
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

71 litre

CircoTherm®

ComfortFlex

FullTouch
Control

PREMIUM COLLECTION 1
Slide&Hide® Single Ovens

B48FT78N0B

B48FT38N0B

Slide&Hide® Single Oven

Slide&Hide® Single Oven
Energy

Energy

Slide&Hide®

FullSteam

VarioSteam®

ComfortFlex

EasyClean®

CircoTherm®

Slide&Hide®

NeffLight®

FullSteam

VarioSteam®

ComfortFlex

EasyClean®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

B48VT38N0B

B48CT38N0B

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
NeffLight®
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
MultiPoint MeatProbe
Silver display EasyClock
38 automatic programmes
Rapid heat
EcoClean®: side, back panel, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
LED light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
MultiPoint MeatProbe
Silver display EasyClock
38 automatic programmes
Rapid heat
EcoClean®: side, back panel, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

71 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre

71 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre

Slide&Hide® Single Oven

Slide&Hide® Single Oven
Energy

Energy

Slide&Hide®

FullTouch
Control

VarioSteam®

CircoTherm®

Slide&Hide®

ComfortFlex

FullTouch
Control

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
LED light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
MultiPoint MeatProbe
Silver display EasyClock
18 automatic programmes
EcoClean®: side, back panel, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

71 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre

CircoTherm®

CircoTherm®

ComfortFlex

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
Interior halogen light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
MultiPoint MeatProbe
Silver display EasyClock
Rapid heat
EcoClean®: side, back panel, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

71 litre

neff.co.uk
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PREMIUM COLLECTION 1

CircoTherm® Compact Oven & Compact Steam Ovens

C28CT26N0B

C18FT58N0B

CircoTherm® Compact Oven

Compact Steam Oven
Energy

Energy

CircoTherm®

CircoTherm®

FullSteam

VarioSteam® ComfortFlex

FullTouch
Control

FullTouch
Control

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
MultiPoint MeatProbe
LED light
Touch control
Bar handle
Silver display EasyClock
Drop down door, SoftClose, SoftOpen
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
MultiPoint MeatProbe
38 automatic programmes
Drop down door, SoftClose, SoftOpen
Silver display EasyClock
Rapid heat
LED light
Revolution handle
EcoClean®: side, back, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

47 litre

47 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre

C18FT56N0B

Compact Steam Oven
Energy

CircoTherm®

VarioSteam®

FEATURES

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
MultiPoint MeatProbe
38 automatic programmes
Drop down door, SoftClose, SoftOpen
Silver display EasyClock
Rapid heat
LED light
Touch control
Revolution handle
EcoClean®: side, back, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
47 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre
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FullSteam

PREMIUM COLLECTION 1
Compact Ovens with Microwave

C28MT27N0B

C18MT37N0B

Compact Oven with Microwave

Compact Oven with Microwave
CircoTherm®

FullTouch
Control

CircoTherm®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
Rapid heat
CircoTherm®
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®
14 automatic programmes
MultiPoint MeatProbe
Drop down door, SoftClose, SoftOpen
Sabbath setting
Supporting systems: Setting recommendations, Programmes
LED light
Touch control
Bar handle
Silver display EasyClock

FullTouch
Control

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
MultiPoint MeatProbe
Drop down door, SoftClose, Soft Open
14 automatic programmes
CircoTherm® Eco
EcoClean®: back panel, side liners, ceiling
EcoClean®
BaseClean
Actual temperature display
Sabbath setting
LED light
Touch control
Bar handle
Silver display EasyClock

45 litre

45 litre

C18MT36N0B

Compact Oven with Microwave
CircoTherm®

FullTouch
Control

FEATURES

TFT colour and graphics display with FullTouchControl
MultiPoint MeatProbe
CircoTherm®
14 automatic programmes
Drop down door, SoftClose, SoftOpen
LED light
Touch control
Bar handle
Silver display EasyClock
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
45 litre

neff.co.uk
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PREMIUM COLLECTION 2

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Ovens & Slide&Hide® Single Ovens

B57VS24N0B

B57CS24N0B

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven
Energy

Energy

Slide&Hide®

VarioSteam®

Pyrolyse

CircoTherm®

Slide&Hide®

ComfortFlex

Pyrolyse

CircoTherm®

ComfortFlex ShiftControl

ShiftControl

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

B47FS34N0B

B47VS34N0B

TFT colour and graphics display with ShiftControl
LED light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
Silver display EasyClock
18 automatic programmes
Rapid heat
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

TFT colour and graphics display with ShiftControl
Interior halogen light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
Silver display EasyClock
Rapid heat
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

71 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre

71 litre

Slide&Hide® Single Oven

Slide&Hide® Single Oven
Energy

Slide&Hide®

FullSteam

Energy

CircoTherm®

VarioSteam® ComfortFlex

Slide&Hide®

CircoTherm®

VarioSteam® ComfortFlex

ShiftControl

ShiftControl

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TFT colour and graphics display with ShiftControl
LED light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
Silver display EasyClock
38 automatic programmes
Rapid heat
EcoClean®: side, back, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

71 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre
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TFT colour and graphics display with ShiftControl
LED light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
Silver display EasyClock
18 automatic programmes
Rapid heat
EcoClean®: side, back, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

71 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre

PREMIUM COLLECTION 2

Slide&Hide® Single Oven, CircoTherm® Compact Oven, Compact Steam Oven & Compact Oven with Microwave

B47CS34N0B

C27CS22N0B

Slide&Hide® Single Oven

CircoTherm® Compact Oven
Energy

Energy

Slide&Hide®

NeffLight®

CircoTherm®

ComfortFlex

ShiftControl

ShiftControl

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

C17FS32N0B

C27MS22N0B

TFT colour and graphics display with ShiftControl
Interior halogen light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
Silver display EasyClock
Rapid heat
EcoClean®: side, back, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

TFT colour and graphics display with ShiftControl
Rapid heat
Drop down door, SoftClose, SoftOpen
Interior halogen light
Illuminated ShiftControl
Bar handle
Silver display EasyClock
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

71 litre

47 litre

Compact Steam Oven

Compact Oven with Microwave
Energy

ShiftControl

FullSteam

VarioSteam®

ShiftControl

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TFT colour and graphics display with ShiftControl
Rapid heat
Drop down door, SoftClose, SoftOpen
Silver display EasyClock
LED light
Illuminated ShiftControl
Bar handle
EcoClean®: back, ceiling, side

CircoTherm®

CircoTherm®

FEATURES

47 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre

CircoTherm®

TFT colour and graphics display with ShiftControl
CircoTherm® Eco
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®
Drop down door, SoftClose
Sabbath setting
LED light
Illuminated ShiftControl
Bar handle
Silver display EasyClock

45 litre

neff.co.uk
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PREMIUM COLLECTION 2

Compact Coffee Centre, Warming Drawers & Accessory Drawer

C17KS61N0

Compact Coffee Centre

FEATURES

SensoFlow system
OneTouch DoubleCup
MyCoffee
TFT display with interactive menu
Brita Intenza water filter

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SilentCeramDrive
CoffeeSensoPro
Reduced heat-up time
Water pump with 19 bar pressure
15,000 cup warranty

N17HH20N0B

N17HH10N0B

Warming Drawer

Warming Drawer

29

14

FEATURES/FUNCTIONS

FEATURES/FUNCTIONS

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

N17HH11N0B

N17ZH10N0

Food warming and defrosting (3 settings)
Cookware and utensil warming (1 setting)
Can accommodate up to: 40 plates / 192 espresso cups
Maximum temperature: 80°C / Minimum temperature: 40°C
Easy to clean heated ceramic glass base

Food warming and defrosting (3 settings)
Cookware and utensil warming (1 setting)
Can accommodate up to: 12 plates / 64 espresso cups
Maximum temperature: 80°C / Minimum temperature: 40°C
Easy to clean heated ceramic glass base

52 litres
Weight capacity 25kg

20 litres
Weight capacity 25kg

Warming Drawer

Accessory Drawer

14

14

FEATURES/FUNCTIONS

FEATURES/FUNCTIONS

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Food warming and defrosting (3 settings)
Cookware and utensil warming (1 setting)
Can accommodate up to: 12 plates / 64 espresso cups
Maximum temperature: 80°C / Minimum temperature: 40°C
Easy to clean heated ceramic glass base
20 litres
Weight capacity 25kg
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Ideal for storage of oven accessories
Can accommodate up to: 14 plates / 64 espresso cups

21 litres
Weight capacity 15kg

PREMIUM COLLECTION 3

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Ovens & Slide&Hide® Single Ovens

B57CR22N0B

B57VR22N0B

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven

Slide&Hide® Single Pyrolytic Oven

Energy

Energy

Slide&Hide®

VarioSteam®

Pyrolyse

CircoTherm®

Slide&Hide®

ShiftControl

ShiftControl

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

B47VR32N0B

B47CR32N0B

TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Interior halogen light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
Silver display EasyClock
QuickConnect shelf supports
18 automatic programmes
Rapid heat
Illuminated ShiftControl
Revolution handle
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Interior halogen light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
Silver display EasyClock
QuickConnect shelf supports
Rapid heat
Illuminated ShiftControl
Revolution handle
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

71 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre

71 litre

Slide&Hide® Single Oven

Slide&Hide® Single Oven
Energy

Energy

Slide&Hide®

VarioSteam®

Slide&Hide®

CircoTherm®

ShiftControl

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TFT colour display with ShiftControl
LED light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
Silver display EasyClock
QuickConnect shelf supports
18 automatic programmes
Rapid heat
Illuminated ShiftControl
Revolution handle
EcoClean®: side, back, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

CircoTherm®

ShiftControl

FEATURES

71 litre
Water tank capacity 1 litre

CircoTherm®

TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Interior halogen light
SoftClose Slide&Hide® door
Silver display EasyClock
Full glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
Illuminated ShiftControl
Revolution handle
EcoClean®: side, back, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme

71 litre

neff.co.uk
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PREMIUM COLLECTION 3

Single Pyrolytic Ovens & Single Ovens

B27CR22N1B

B25CR22N1B

Single Pyrolytic Oven

Single Pyrolytic Oven
Energy

CircoTherm®

Energy

Pyrolyse

CircoTherm®

ShiftControl

ShiftControl

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

B17CR32N1B

B15CR32N1B

TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Interior halogen light
Drop down door
Sabbath setting
Silver display EasyClock
Full glass inner door
Rapid heat
Illuminated ShiftControl
Bar handle
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Interior halogen light
Drop down door
Sabbath setting
Silver display EasyClock
Full glass inner door
Rapid heat
Info button
Illuminated ShiftControl
Bar handle
Pyrolytic cleaning
EasyClean®

71 litre

71 litre

Single Oven

Single Oven
Energy

CircoTherm®

Energy

ShiftControl

CircoTherm®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Interior halogen light
Drop down door
Sabbath setting
Silver display EasyClock
Full glass inner door
Rapid heat
Illuminated ShiftControl
Bar handle
EcoClean® Direct : ceiling, side liners, back panel
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme
71 litre
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Pyrolyse

TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Interior halogen light
Drop down door
Sabbath setting
Silver display EasyClock
Full glass inner door
Rapid heat
Illuminated ShiftControl
Bar handle
EcoClean® Direct : ceiling, side liners, back panel
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme
71 litre

ShiftControl

PREMIUM COLLECTION 3

Compact Steam Oven & Compact Ovens with Microwave

C17DR02N0

C17MS32N0B

Compact Steam Oven

Compact Oven with Microwave
FullTouch
Control

ShiftControl

FullSteam

CircoTherm®

VarioSteam®

SPECIAL FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TFT colour display with ShiftControl
20 automatic programmes
Drop down door, SoftClose, SoftOpen
Silver display EasyClock
Interior light
Illuminated ShiftControl
Bar handle

TFT colour and graphics display with ShiftControl
14 automatic programmes
Drop down door, SoftClose, SoftOpen
Rapid heat
CircoTherm® Eco
EcoClean® Direct: back panel, side liners, ceiling
EcoClean® programme
BaseClean programme
LED light
Illuminated ShiftControl
Bar handle
Silver display EasyClock

38 litre
Water tank capacity 1.3 litre

45 litre

C17MR02N0B

Compact Oven with Microwave
ShiftControl

CircoTherm®

FEATURES

TFT colour display with ShiftControl
14 automatic programmes
Rapid heat
CircoTherm® Eco
Drop down door, SoftClose, SoftOpen
LED light
Illuminated ShiftControl
Bar handle
Silver display EasyClock

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
45 litre
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PREMIUM COLLECTION 3
Compact Microwave Ovens

C17GR00N0B

C17GR01N0B

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

C17WR00N0B

C17WR01N0B

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Compact Microwave Oven

7 automatic programmes
InnoWave technology for more even cooking results
TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Left hinged door
Maximum microwave power: 900W
Number of microwave power levels: 5
LED light
Touch control
Silver display EasyClock

21 litre

Compact Microwave Oven

7 automatic programmes
InnoWave technology for more even cooking results
TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Left hinged door
Maximum microwave power: 900W
Number of microwave power levels: 5
LED light
Silver display EasyClock
21 litre
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Compact Microwave Oven

7 automatic programmes
InnoWave technology for more even cooking results
TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Right hinged door
Maximum microwave power: 900W
Number of microwave power levels: 5
LED light
Touch control
Silver display EasyClock

21 litre

Compact Microwave Oven

7 automatic programmes
InnoWave technology for more even cooking results
TFT colour display with ShiftControl
Right hinged door
Maximum microwave power: 900W
Number of microwave power levels: 5
LED light
Silver display EasyClock
21 litre

CLASSIC COLLECTION 1
Double Ovens

U16E74N3GB

U15E52N3GB

Double Oven

Double Oven

TOP OVEN

TOP OVEN

Energy

Energy

B

MAIN OVEN
Energy

MAIN OVEN
NeffLight® CircoTherm®

Energy

CircoTherm®

TOP OVEN

MAIN OVEN

TOP OVEN

MAIN OVEN

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

Electronic control
ClearText display
Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Full glass inner door
FlexiRail®
Interior lights

Electronic control
ClearText display
Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Full glass inner door
FlexiRail®
Interior lights
NeffLight®

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
30 litre capacity – Top oven
67 litre capacity – Main oven

Electronic control
Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Full glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
Interior lights

Electronic control
Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Full glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
Interior lights

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
35 litre capacity – Top oven
67 litre capacity – Main oven

Also available as
U15E52S3GB Black
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CLASSIC COLLECTION 2

Double Oven, Built-Under Double Oven & Microwave Ovens

U15M52N3GB

U17M52N3GB

Double Oven

Double Oven (built-under)

TOP OVEN

TOP OVEN

Energy

Energy

B

B

MAIN OVEN
Energy

MAIN OVEN
Energy

CircoTherm®

TOP OVEN

MAIN OVEN

TOP OVEN

MAIN OVEN

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Framed glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
Interior lights

Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Framed glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
EasyClock
Interior lights

Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Framed glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
Interior lights

Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Framed glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
EasyClock
Interior lights

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Also available as
U15M52S3GB Black

U17M52S3GB Black

H12GE60S0G

H12WE60S0G

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

35 litre capacity – Top oven
67 litre capacity – Main oven

Microwave Oven

Microwave oven and grill
8 automatic programmes
Memory function
5 power level microwave
1200 W quartz grill function
Maximum Microwave power level: 900W
Electronic control
Stainless steel interior
Open Door button
Retractable control
Silver display EasyClock
Interior light
25 litre

35 litre capacity – Top oven
50 litre capacity – Main oven

Also available as

Microwave Oven

7 automatic programmes
Memory function
5 power level microwave
Maximum Microwave power level: 900W
Electronic control
Stainless steel interior
Open Door button
Retractable control
Silver display EasyClock
Interior light

25 litre

Also available as
Also available as
H12GE60N0G Stainless Steel
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H12WE60W0G White
H12WE60N0G Stainless Steel

CircoTherm®

CLASSIC COLLECTION 2
Microwave Oven

H11WE60N0G
Microwave Oven

FEATURES

7 automatic programmes, Memory function
5 power level microwave
Maximum Microwave power level: 800W
Electronic control
Stainless steel interior
Open Door button
Retractable control
Silver display EasyClock
Interior light

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
20 litre

Also available as
H11WE60S0G Black
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CLASSIC COLLECTION 3

Slide&Hide® Single Oven, Single Oven & Double Oven

B44M42N3GB

B14M42N3GB

Slide&Hide® Single Oven

Single Oven
Energy

Slide&Hide®

Energy

CircoTherm®

CircoTherm®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Bevelled design Revolution handle
Slide&Hide® door
Silver display EasyClock
Automatic on/off programmer
1 x 40 Watt lamp
QuickConnect shelf supports
4 shelf positions
EcoClean® liners (back and ceiling)
Bevelled metal fascia
Retractable controls
Stainless steel edged door design
Bevelled bar handle

Silver display EasyClock
Automatic on/off programmer
1 x 40 Watt lamp
QuickConnect shelf supports
4 shelf positions
TitanEnamel
EcoClean® liners (back and ceiling)
Bevelled metal fascia
Bevelled oval controls
Retractable controls
‘U-form’ door design
Bevelled bar handle

67 litre

67 litre

Also available as
B14M42S3GB Black
B14M42W3GB White

U14M42N3GB
Double Oven

TOP OVEN
Energy

B

MAIN OVEN
Energy

FEATURES

Silver display EasyClock
Bevelled glass fascia
Symmetrical design
Bevelled oval controls
Retractable controls
‘U-form’ door design
Curved bevelled bar handles
EcoClean® liners (back and ceiling)

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
35 litre capacity – Top oven
67 litre capacity – Main oven

Also available as
U14M42S3GB Black
U14M42W3GB White
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CircoTherm®

CLASSIC COLLECTION 3

Built-Under Double Ovens & Microwave Oven

U17M42N3GB

U17S32N3GB

Double Oven (built-under)

Double Oven (built-under)

TOP OVEN

TOP OVEN

Energy

Energy

B

B

MAIN OVEN
Energy

CircoTherm®

MAIN OVEN
Energy

CircoTherm®

TOP OVEN

MAIN OVEN

TOP OVEN

MAIN OVEN

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Framed glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
Interior lights

Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Framed glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
EasyClock
Interior lights

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
35 litre capacity – Top oven

56 litre capacity – Main oven

Also available as
U17M42S3GB Black
U17M42W3GB White

Drop down door
Triple glazed door
Full glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
Interior lights

Drop down door
Double glazed door
Framed glass inner door
QuickConnect shelf supports
EasyClock
Interior lights

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
35 litre capacity – Top oven
56 litre capacity – Main oven

H53W50N3GB
Microwave Oven

FEATURES

7 automatic programmes
Electronic control
24 hour LED clock
Interior light
Stainless steel interior
5 power level microwave
Maximum microwave power: 800 W
Retractable control
Push button controls
Left hinged side opening door

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
25 litre

Also available as

H53WE50S3GB Black

neff.co.uk
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OVEN ACCESSORIES
We are passionate about cooking
We have created a range of optional accessories that have been
specially designed to complement the style as well as the functions
of our ovens.

TELESCOPIC RAILS
Easy to use Telescopic Rails, with rear
bars, prevent tipping to avoid any
hazardous situations and create a safer
kitchen environment. On classic models,
with QuickConnect shelf supports, a set of
Telescopic Rails for cooking on level one
only, are available to purchase – Z1701X2.
The SeamlessCombination accessory kit,
Z11SZ90X0, replaces the shelf that would
normally divide two appliances with a
much thinner metal shelf in order to close
the visible gap between the appliances.
Two appliances are then vertically
combined into one impressive unit with
sleek and stylish stainless steel side trims.

The SeamlessCombination accessory kits are available with the
following appliance combinations:
Z11SZ60X0 45cm compact appliance + 14cm warming drawer
Z11SZ80X0 60cm full size oven + 29cm warming drawer
Z11SZ90X0 45cm compact appliance + 60cm full size oven

TRAYS

Our extra deep enamelled tray
Z12CM10A0 fits the bill for roasting
potatoes or vegetables or preparing
baked pasta dishes and casseroles.
Suitable for Premium Collection
45cm and 60cm models.
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Our shallow non-stick enamel
baking tray Z12CB10A0 is also
generously sized and just the
job for baking. Suitable for
Premium Collection 45cm
and 60cm models.

A sturdy two-piece anti-splash
insert Z1512X0 which protects
the interior oven surface from
any spitting of hot fat and juices
collected in the pan. Suitable for
classic models only.

_P
D BAKING

SYSTEM STEAMER
For single premium ovens, consider the ‘System Steamer’ accessory
Z19DD10X0. This is essentially a stack incorporating a deep-sided enamel
pan into which water is poured, a trivet that sits on the pan, a side support
rack, a perforated tray, a solid tray and a large glass cover. Larger items of
food like fish and poultry should be placed directly on the steamer trivet.
Smaller items like vegetables and sauces can be cooked in the trays above.
The multi-purpose extra deep enamel pan can also be used separately.
The system steamer can be used if the oven has:
or
the bottom heat setting.
#01.16_P
DEFROST
SETTING

#01.02_P
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT

#01.05_P
BOTTOM HEAT

#01.07_PG
FULL SURFACE
GRILL

#01.08_P
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

_P
H
NG

#01.01_P
CIRCOTHERM

#01.17_P
SPEISEN
WARMING 3

#01.09_P
GENTLE
COOKING

#01.31_P
OVEN
CLEANING ??

#01.28_P
PREHEATING
DISHES

_P
M COOKING

#01.32_P
EASYCLEAN

#01.30_P
ECOLYSIS

#01.76_P
BOTTOMCLEAN

#01.13_P
STEAM ASSIST
VARIO STEAM

#01.10_P
STEAM COOKING
FULL STEAM

#01.12_P
RAPID
HEAT UP

#01.14_P
TOP-/ BOTTOM
HEAT ECO

#01.07_PG
FULL SURFACE
GRILL

#01.08_P
CENTRE-AREA
GRILL

#01.33_P
SABBATH

_P
M STEAM
NG

the steam setting;

Full benefits of
steam cooking
Retains colour, vitamins
and minerals, taste and
consistency
Large steaming capacity
(two levels)
Deep sided enamel pan
Lower level steamer trivet
Rack to support two
special steel containers for
upper level
Glass cover
Dimensions
190 x 450 x 370cm

CERAMIC DISHES
Really useful ceramic dishes which are perfect as
oven-to-table ware. The dishes are made in Germany and
are completely dishwasher and ovenproof and suitable
for use in a microwave. Small ceramic dish Z1665X0
(approx. 325x175mm) 38mm deep. Large ceramic dish
Z1685X0 (approx. 325x354mm) 38mm deep.
Designed specifically for use with VarioSteam® and
pure steam compact appliances.

BREAD & PIZZA BAKING STONE
WITH PADDLE
Supplied with a wooden paddle and suitable for all ovens,
the bread and pizza baking stone Z1913X0 is designed
to provide an appetising stone-baked effect to cooking.
Perfect for cooking pizzas, breads and flans.
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Model shown: T54T97N2 Extra Wide FlexInduction Hob
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HOBS
Neff delivers exactly what you should expect from a hob,
plus so much more
Everyone’s different, but the chances are we have a hob that suits you and the
way you like to cook. Like the control and responsiveness of gas? We have a
full range to choose from. Or you may want to consider induction – quicker
than gas, equally as responsive and very easy to clean and maintain.
Our domino range includes induction, wok and even Teppan Yaki, all of which
can be linked together to create a specialist cooking centre in your home.

neff.co.uk
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INDUCTION HOBS
An introduction to induction cooking
An induction hob provides one of the most efficient methods of cooking. Extremely fast
and responsive, with the ability to accurately control the power, induction hobs contain a
strong electromagnet positioned under the surface of the hob. When a zone is activated
and a ferrous metal pan is placed on it, a circuit is created which begins a rapid, even
transference of heat to the base of the pan and its contents.

STYLING

EASY TO CLEAN

If you want a style that’s aesthetically pleasing, induction
is undoubtedly the hob for you. They’re sleek, shiny and
smooth while complementing the minimal, uncluttered
lines of today’s stylish kitchens.

Cleaning couldn’t be easier. There are no parts to remove
or difficult nooks and crannies to negotiate with a cloth,
just a flat, non-porous surface, which you can wipe
over quickly.

SAFE TO USE

ENERGY EFFICIENT

With induction hobs, only the base of the pan and then
the contents of the pan are heated. The ceramic glass
therefore remains much cooler than traditional radiant
ceramic or gas hobs. This means there is little residual
heat left over once cooking is finished, making induction
hobs much safer.

Induction hobs are extremely energy efficient, saving you
money on your electricity bills. Only the base of the pan
heats up, so only the precise amount of energy you need
is ever used.

FAST AND RESPONSIVE
The speed of induction cooking is one of its major
benefits. Contents in the pan heat up remarkably
quickly and if you need a boost of power it can be easily
transferred from zone to zone when required.

AUTOMATIC PAN RECOGNITION
The zone will only heat up if it ‘senses’ a saucepan with
a smooth, flat base, suitable diameter and ferrous metal
content. This ensures that the hob will not heat up if
smaller items such as metal spoons are accidentally left
on the induction zones.

SAUCEPANS
Ferrous metal saucepans are required for use on an
induction hob. We recommend our fantastic four piece
saucepan set – Z9442X0WIT which is available for use
with all Neff induction hobs.
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POINT & TWIST
See the attraction with our removable magnetic dial
Control your hob using our removable magnetic Point&Twist dial.
It’s extremely easy to use, all you have to do is place the metallic dial
in the centre of the control area and then ‘point’ it towards the zone
you want to activate. Once the zone is activated, ‘twist’ to select the
power level you want. The dial is ergonomically designed to make the
‘twist’ motion effortless. When you remove the magnetic dial your
hob is left neat and uncluttered for easy cleaning.

THE INNOVATIVE POINT & TWIST DIAL PROVIDES
HIGH QUALITY CONTROL FOR EFFORTLESS
AND SPEEDY POWER LEVEL SELECTION.
neff.co.uk
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FLEX INDUCTION HOBS PROVIDE GREATER
FLEXIBILITY BY HEATING PANS OF ANY SIZE,
POSITIONED ANYWHERE IN THE ZONE.
FLEX INDUCTION HOBS
Intelligent cooking starts here
For entertainers, professional cooks or large families, our FlexInduction hobs provide a
fantastic solution to demanding cooking requirements. The modern design, with clear
print lines, supports a variety of pan sizes while reflecting a minimalistic design trend.
FlexInduction hobs provide greater flexibility by using an enlarged single zone
(approximately 24 x 40cm) to heat pans of any size, positioned anywhere within it.
Beneath the glass of each of these zones are four unique induction coils which work
independently or together when a pan is detected on the surface.

neff.co.uk
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GAS HOBS
Still a first choice for many
Gentle enough to warm milk and powerful enough for stir-frying,
gas hobs are versatile and responsive, perfect for an aspiring chef.
We provide a wide range of hob sizes including three widths of gas
hobs with a range of four to six gas burners. Some come with a larger
wok burner as standard, while other models come with the option to
have a wok support as an accessory.

WHY CHOOSE A CERAMIC GLASS GAS HOB?
Gas on glass offers a sleek and modern alternative to steel. Stunning to look at
and easier to clean, it makes a real statement in the kitchen. Our ceramic glass
hobs feature a range of additional benefits over tempered glass hobs. In terms
of safety, they have extra impact and heat resistance and are ultra durable.
They feature low-profile, one-piece burners which clean easily and always
look trim and streamlined. Ceramic glass is exceptionally strong so we can
use a really sleek 4mm thickness to create aesthetically pleasing hob designs.
Finished with high precision, bevelled edges and mounted on a steel frame,
they come complete with cast-iron pan supports.

GAS HOB FUNCTIONS
WOK BURNER
The secret of Chinese stir fry cooking is heat and speed. Our domino wok
(N24K35N0) delivers 6.0kW, one of the most powerful on the market. A
special pan support gives extra stability to woks with rounded bases.

HIGH SPEED BURNERS
Useful if you need to boil a large pan of water quickly, high speed burners
provide a surge of extra power.

SIMMER SETTING
Excellent for slow simmering, a selection of our gas hobs have a very low
burner with a maximum of just 1.0kW.

A wok burner
means a stir fry
can always be on
the menu.
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FINISHES
Specially designed to
complement your Neff
appliances in their styling and
functionality, we offer a wide
range of different finishes.

Black ceramic glass trimmed
with stainless steel

BECAUSE IT iS SO RESPONSIVE
AND CONTROLLABLE, GAS IS
STILL THE NUMBER ONE CHOICE
FOR MANY.

Stainless steel finish
with panel insert

Black finish

White finish

SAFETY FEATURES
The flame failure safety device shuts
down the supply of gas to the hob if
the flame goes out for any reason.
The automatic reignition uses a
heat sensor to detect if the flame
goes out and, if so, will automatically
attempt to reignite.
The residual heat indicators display
if there is any residual heat on the
hob. In the event of a problem with
the individual burner the indicator
lights also act as warning lights.

Flushline

Residual heat indicator

Side controls

neff.co.uk
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DOMINO HOBS
Tailor make a flexible cooking centre
Domino hobs allow you to combine anything from a wok burner
and FlexInduction hob, to a double gas burner and a Teppan Yaki.
Mounted on distinctive black ceramic glass, build a combination
to suit your specific requirements, and don’t forget the possibility
of adding a single domino next to a standard hob. So if, for
example, you’ve got a ceramic induction hob but would also
like a wok burner, domino is the answer.
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SOME OF THE
OPTIONS AVAILABLE
FLEX INDUCTION ZONE

WOK STYLE GAS HOB

TEPPAN YAKI
DOMINO HOBS
A trend-setting concept involving
cooking directly on the stainless
steel surface without using any
pots or pans. The temperature
is evenly distributed across the
whole of the 34cm x 29cm surface
and can be precisely set between
140°C and 240°C. Direct contact
cooking is particularly good for
meat, fish and seafood.

Models shown from left to right:
N24K35N0 Domino Wok Hob
N54D30N2 FlexInduction Domino Hob
N24K30N0 Gas Domino Hob

neff.co.uk
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AT A GLANCE
FLEX INDUCTION HOBS

066 - 068

INDUCTION HOBS

069 - 070

QUICK-LIGHT HOBS

071

GAS HOBS

072 - 075

DOMINO HOBS

076

HOB ACCESSORIES

077

T54T55N2
FlexInduction Hob
Page 67

T29S96N1
Extra Wide Gas Hob
Page 73

N54K40N0
Domino Hob
Page 76
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FLEX INDUCTION HOBS
Extra Wide FlexInduction Hobs

T54T97N2

Extra Wide FlexInduction Hob
SPECIAL FEATURES

Electronic control
Power boost for all induction zones
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off
function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
Power management function

FEATURES

5 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension

DESIGN
FlexInduction

TwistPad®

918

918 mm wide
Bevelled design trim

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

May be connected with Neff domino hobs
via connecting links Z9914X0
Only saucepans made of ferrous metal are
suitable for use on this hob

T54T95N2

Extra Wide FlexInduction Hob
SPECIAL FEATURES

Electronic control
Central 32cm triple zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off
function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition

FEATURES

5 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
LED display for each zone
Power management function

DESIGN

918 mm wide
Bevelled design trim

FlexInduction

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

918

May be connected with Neff domino hobs
via connecting links Z9914X0
Only saucepans made of ferrous metal are
suitable for use on this hob

T51T95X2

Extra Wide FlexInduction Hob
SPECIAL FEATURES

Electronic control
Central 32cm triple zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off
function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition

FEATURES

5 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
LED display for each zone
Power management function

DESIGN
FlexInduction

918
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TwistPad®

918 mm wide
Bevelled design trim

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

May be connected with Neff domino hobs
via connecting links Z9914X0
Only saucepans made of ferrous metal are
suitable for use on this hob

FLEX INDUCTION HOBS

Extra Wide FlexInduction Hobs and FlexInduction Hob

T51T86X2

Extra Wide FlexInduction Hob
SPECIAL FEATURES

Electronic control
LED timer for each zone with switch off
function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition

FEATURES

5 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Keep warm function
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
Power management function
LED display for each zone

DESIGN
FlexInduction

TwistPad®

802

802 mm wide
Bevelled front
Point & Twist control dial

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Only saucepans made of ferrous metal are
suitable for use on this hob

T51D86X2

Extra Wide FlexInduction Hob
SPECIAL FEATURES

Electronic control
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off
function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Only saucepans made of ferrous metal are
suitable for use on this hob

FEATURES

5 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
ReStart function
QuickStart function
Energy consumption display
Power management function

FlexInduction

802

FullTouch
Control

DESIGN

802 mm wide
Bevel front
Touch control

T54T55N2

FlexInduction Hob
SPECIAL FEATURES

Automatic pan recognition
Power boost for all induction zones
LED timer for each zone with switch off
function and acoustic signal

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

May be connected with Neff domino hobs
via connecting links Z9914X0
Only saucepans made of ferrous metal are
suitable for use on this hob

FEATURES

Electronic control
4 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
LED display for each zone
Power management function

DESIGN
FlexInduction

606

FullTouch
Control

606 mm wide
Bevelled design trim
Point & Twist control dial
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FLEX INDUCTION HOBS
FlexInduction Hobs

T51T55X2

T51T53X2

FlexInduction Hob

FlexInduction Hob

592

592

FlexInduction

FlexInduction

TwistPad®

TwistPad®

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

Touch control FlexInduction operation
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Power boost for all induction zones
Automatic pan recognition
4 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension

592 mm wide
Bevel front
Point & Twist control dial

592 mm wide
Bevel front
Point & Twist control dial

T51D53X2

FlexInduction Hob

592
FullTouch
Control

SPECIAL FEATURES

Power boost for all induction zones
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
Power management function
4 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
ReStart function
QuickStart function

DESIGN

592 mm wide
Bevel front
Touch control
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Power boost for all induction zones
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
4 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension

INDUCTION HOBS

Extra Wide Induction Hobs

T45D90X2

Extra Wide Induction Hob

Induction

892

FullTouch
Control

T41D90X2

Extra Wide Induction Hob

Induction

903

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

T45D82X2

T41D82X2

Electronic control
Power boost for all induction zones
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
Power management function
ReStart function
QuickStart function
4 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension

892 mm wide
Flushline installation
Touch control

Induction

Electronic control
Power boost for all induction zones
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
4 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
ReStart function
QuickStart function
Energy consumption display
Power management function
903 mm wide
Bevel front
Touch control
Energy consumption display

Extra Wide Induction Hob

792

FullTouch
Control

Extra Wide Induction Hob

Induction

802

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

Electronic control
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
Power management function
5 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
ReStart function
QuickStart function
Energy consumption display

792 mm wide
Flushline installation
Touch control

FullTouch
Control

FullTouch
Control

Electronic control
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
Power management function
5 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Power boost for all induction zones
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
ReStart function
QuickStart function
Energy consumption display
802 mm wide
Bevel front
Touch control
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INDUCTION HOBS
Induction Hobs

T45D40X2

T41D40X2

Induction Hob

Induction Hob

592
Induction

572
Induction

FullTouch
Control

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

T41B30X2

T40B31X2GB

Electronic control
Power boost for all induction zones
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
Power management function
4 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
ReStart function
QuickStart function
Energy consumption display
572 mm wide
Flushline installation
Touch control

Electronic control
Power boost for all induction zones
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
Power management function
4 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
ReStart function
QuickStart function
Energy consumption display
592 mm wide
Bevel front
Touch control

Induction Hob

Induction Hob

592

592

Induction

Induction

FullTouch
Control

FullTouch
Control

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

Electronic control
Power boost for all induction zones
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
Power management function
4 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
ReStart function
QuickStart function

592 mm wide
Bevel front
Touch control
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Electronic control
Power boost for all induction zones
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
Automatic pan recognition
Power management function
4 zone induction hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
QuickStart function
ReStart function
110cm cable and 13A UK plug
592 mm wide
Frameless
Touch control

QUICK-LIGHT HOBS

Extra Wide Quick-Light Hob & Quick-Light Hobs

T11D83X2

T11D41X2

Extra Wide Quick-Light Hob

Quick-Light Hob

802

592

FullTouch
Control

FullTouch
Control

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

T10B40X2

T11K40X2

2 dual zones
1 extendable zone
Electronic control
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
4 zone ceramic hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
Keep warm function

802 mm wide
Frameless with front faceted glass
Touch control

Electronic control
1 dual zone
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
4 zone ceramic hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility
Control panel suspension
Keep warm function

592 mm wide
Touch control

Quick-Light Hob

Quick-Light Hob

592
FullTouch
Control

592

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

Electronic control
LED display for each zone
LED timer for each zone with switch off function and acoustic signal
4 zone ceramic hob
2 stage residual heat indicators
Control panel lock
Safety cut out facility

592 mm wide
Touch control
Frameless

Electronic control
4 zone ceramic hob
4-stage residual-heat indicator
1 stage residual heat indicator

592 mm wide
Frameless with front faceted glass
Fixed bevelled oval controls positioned at
the side
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GAS HOBS

Black Glass Extra Wide Gas Hobs

T69S76N0

T69S86N0

Extra Wide Gas Hob

Extra Wide Gas Hob

918

918

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

T67S76N1

T63S46S1

Dual control, 6.0kW wok burner
5 burner hob
Low profile, 1 piece burners
2 piece Cast iron pan supports
1 black cast iron pan support for the wok burner
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob

Dual control, 6.0kW wok burner
5 burner hob
Low profile, 1 piece burners
3 piece Cast iron pan supports
1 black cast iron pan support for the wok burner
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob

918 mm wide
Bevelled design trim
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front

918 mm wide
Bevelled design trim
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front

Extra Wide Gas Hob

Extra Wide Gas Hob

708

710

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

Dual control, 4.2kW wok burner
5 burner hob
Low profile, 1 piece burners
2 piece black cast iron pan supports with protective rubber feet
Ignition via control knob
Flame failure safety device
708 mm wide
Bevelled design trim
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front
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4.0kW wok burner
5 burner hob
5 piece black cast iron pan supports
Ignition via control knob
Flame failure safety device

710 mm wide
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front
Two possibilities for installation:
–Flushline installation for stone or tiled
work surfaces only
–Mounted on top of work surface

GAS HOBS

Stainless Steel Extra Wide Gas Hobs

T29S96N1

T26S56N0

Extra Wide Gas Hob

Extra Wide Gas Hob

915

702

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

T25S76N0

T25S56N0GB

2 3.3kW wok burners
6 burner hob
3 piece black cast iron pan supports with protective rubber feet
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob

915 mm wide
Black glass control panel
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front

4.0kW wok burner
5 burner hob
2 piece black cast iron pan supports with protective rubber feet
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob

702 mm wide
Black glass control panel
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front

Extra Wide Gas Hob

Extra Wide Gas Hob

702

702

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

4.0kW wok burner
5 burner hob
2 piece black cast iron pan supports with protective rubber feet
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob

702 mm wide
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front

4.0kW wok burner
5 burner hob
2 piece black cast iron pan supports with protective rubber feet
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob

702 mm wide
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front

Also available as

T25S56S0 Black
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GAS HOBS

Black Glass and Stainless Steel Gas Hobs

T66S66N0

T62S26S1

Gas Hob

Gas Hob

606

590

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

T23S36N0GB

T22S46N0

4 burner hob
Low profile, 1 piece burners
2 piece black cast iron pan supports with protective rubber feet
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob
606 mm wide
Bevelled design trim
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front

4 burner hob
2 piece black cast iron pan supports
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob

590 mm wide
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front

Gas Hob

Gas Hob

582

582

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

4 burner hob
2 piece black cast iron pan supports with protective rubber feet
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob

582 mm wide
Black glass control panel
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front
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3.3kW wok burner
4 burner hob
2 piece black cast iron pan supports with protective rubber feet
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob

582 mm wide
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front

GAS HOBS
Gas Hobs

T22S36W0

T26CR48S0

Gas Hob

Gas Hob

582

590

SPECIAL FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

3.3kW wok burner
4 burner hob
2 piece black cast iron pan supports with protective rubber feet
Flame failure safety device
Ignition via control knob
582 mm wide
Bevelled oval controls positioned at the front

Flame failure safety device
2-piece burners
2 x enamelled steel supports
Ignition via control dials (push & turn)
Pre-set for natural gas
Side controls

Also available as
T22S36S0 Black

T26BR56N0

T26BR46N0

Gas Hob

Gas Hob

580

580

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

1 wok style burner
Flame failure safety device
2-piece burners
2 cast iron pan supports
Ignition via control dials (push & turn)
Pre-set for natural gas
Side controls

Flame failure safety device
2-piece burners
2 cast iron pan supports
Ignition via control dials (push & turn)
Pre-set for natural gas

Side controls

Also available as

T26BR46S0 Black

Also available as

T26BR46W0 White
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DOMINO HOBS

FlexInduction Domino Hob, Teppan Yaki, Quick-Light Domino Hob & Gas Domino Hobs

N54D30N2

N54K40N0

FlexInduction Domino Hob

N14K30N2

Teppan Yaki

Quick-Light Domino Hob

306
FlexInduction

396

306

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

DESIGN

N24K30N0

N24K35N0

FlexInduction zone
Boost setting
Electronic power level display
LED timer with switch-off function
Automatic pan recognition
Residual heat indicators: Hh
Safety cut-out facility
Control panel suspension
17 power levels
Can be installed with a Neff domino hob
Design trim
Touch control

Temperature range 140 – 240 °C
Automatic safety switch off
1 stage residual heat indicator
12 power levels
Power indicator

396 mm wide
Comfort design
Oval controls
Stainless steel cooking surface
Bevelled design trim

Gas Domino Hob

Gas Domino Hob

306

306

FEATURES

FEATURES

DESIGN

DESIGN

Flame failure safety cut-out facility
1-piece low profile burner
1 cast iron pan support
Variable power levels
Can be installed with a Neff domino hob
Pre-set for natural gas
Design trim
Front control dials
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Flame failure safety cut-out facility
1-piece low profile burner
1 cast iron pan support
Variable power levels
Can be installed with a Neff domino hob
Pre-set for natural gas
Design trim
Front control dials

1 dual zone
Electronic control
2 QuickLight cooking zones
2 stage residual heat indicator
9 power levels

306 mm wide
Bevelled design trim
Oval controls
Bevelled design trim

HOB ACCESSORIES
SAUCEPANS
Ferrous metal saucepans are required for use on an
induction hob. To check if a saucepan can be used with
an induction hob use our quick magnetic test shown below.

Magnetic base

Z9442X0

In most cases if the
magnet sticks, the
pans are made from
ferrous metal and
are therefore likely
to be suitable for use
on induction hobs.

FLEX INDUCTION ACCESSORIES
We have introduced a range of FlexInduction hob accessories to
provide more flexibility and make cooking with Neff even more of
a pleasure.

GRIDDLE PLATE
Z9416X2

The versatile griddle plate Z9416X2 is ideal for cooking food
evenly and quickly, particularly when grilling meat, fish, seafood
and vegetables. Easy to clean and dishwasher safe.
Surface area: 41.5 x 26.5cm.

TEPPAN YAKI

Z9417X2

The Teppan Yaki Z9417X2 introduces a new cooking style for
creating special dishes including sweet couscous cookies,
parmesan French toast and skewers of minced meat. It is highly
controllable and flexible via multiple heat zones that enable you
to cook and warm several dishes at once. It can also be used in
the steam oven, providing a healthy alternative. Dishwasher safe.
Surface area: 41.5 x 26.5cm.

OVAL ROASTER AND STEAMER RACK
The oval roaster Z9410X1 can be used on FlexInduction zones
for cooking meat, fish and vegetables. Dishwasher safe and oven
safe. Size (at bottom): 31 x 22cm. The steam rack Z9415X1 sits
inside the oval roaster Z9410X1 turning it into a steamer.

Z9410X1

Z9415X1

neff.co.uk
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EXTRACTOR HOODS
The finishing touch to the perfect kitchen
When you’ve cooked up a storm in the kitchen and need to clear the air before
your guests arrive, a Neff extractor hood will do the job perfectly. A must-have
in any kitchen, the extractor hood is the first thing people see when they enter
the room, so we’ve got a range of styles to create the impact you’re looking
for. We ensure our hoods are whisper quiet, with perfect lighting, to complete
the warm atmosphere that comes inherently with a Neff kitchen.

neff.co.uk
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VENTILATION EXPLAINED
We have engineered and designed an extractor hood for every type of kitchen.
Our powerful hoods work quietly in the background, efficiently extracting
unwanted food smells.

EXTRACTION OR RECIRCULATION?
The best way to remove steam and odours is to extract
the air out of the room through ducting. Unfortunately,
in apartments or where the hood is too far away from an
outside wall, this may not be possible. In this case, the
only alternative is to recirculate the air. Stale air is sucked
through a grease filter, before being purified in a charcoal
filter, and then pumped back into the kitchen via an
opening in the hood.

HINTS AND TIPS

The following points should be observed for
optimum ducted extraction results and low noise:
Ensure any pipe elbow bends are at least
30cm from the hood ducting opening.
Avoid reducing the diameter or area of
the ducting.

Extraction

Use wide-angled pipe elbows, but keep the
number used to a minimum.
Only install pipes with smooth, even inner
surfaces. If a flexible hose has to be used,
ensure it is pulled tight to smooth out the
ridges before fixing.
Use ducting pipes with a diameter of at least
120mm, but ideally 150mm.
Keep piping to a minimum – use the most
direct route to an external outlet.
Make sure that there is an adequate supply
of fresh air to replace the air ducting out of
the kitchen, i.e. windows that can be opened,
doors to adjacent rooms, air bricks. Problems
with installation may occur if points 1 – 7 are
not observed.
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Recirculation

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Energy efficient, powerful and whisper quiet:
Neff extractor hoods – a breath of fresh air

The most efficient way to extract is through ducted extraction. Our advice is to use the largest ducting size possible so
the largest volume of air is extracted. Maximum ducting length should be 5 metres, reducing by 1.2 metres for every
90° bend to ensure fresh air can flow back into the kitchen. Taking these small but essential steps when installing an
extractor hood will greatly improve not only the hood’s extraction rate, but also drastically reduce the noise level.

USE THE FOLLOWING EQUATION TO CALCULATE
YOUR EXTRACTION RATE:
Volume of kitchen (length x width x height)
eg. 4m x 3m x 2.5m = 30m³
10 changes of air per hour
eg. 10 x 30m³ = 300m³

NOISE LEVEL
Quiet fans that won’t
drown out the conversation
We’re very proud of the fact that all our extractor hoods are
exceptionally quiet. However, the noise you hear from a hood isn’t
just from the appliance itself – the length and type of ducting used,
and the surrounding room size can also affect the noise level.
There is no international standard set-up for measuring extractor
hood noise; the most common measurement is sound pressure,
which is measured in dBA. Still this method does not regulate the
number of microphones used during testing or the size of the
room, so manufacturers can present results that are vague about
the control conditions.
At Neff we prefer to calculate the sound power of our hoods in
dB(A) re IpW. With this system there are strict guidelines
controlling the room size and location of microphones, which
means that you can not only easily compare our models, but it
also provides a better indication of noise level in your home once
the hood is installed. The sound information we present can be
measured on this chart, so you get a great comparison against
everyday sounds for a truly informed choice.

EFFICIENT DRIVE MOTOR
Save up to 80% energy and enjoy a noise
free, illuminated kitchen environment
thanks to the new ultra-efficient high-speed
extractor hood fan, with EfficientDrive
motor technology and LED lights.

HOW THE NEFF D39MH64N1B
CHIMNEY HOOD COMPARES...
70 dBA
Vacuum
cleaner

60 dBA
Normal
conversation

50 dBA
Refrigerator
40 dBA

40 dBA
Quiet library

Neff D39MH64N1B
(power level 3)
30 dBA
Falling leaves
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LIGHTING

THE LIGHT CREATED
BY A NEFF
EXTRACTOR HOOD
will COMPLEMENT
THE WHOLE KITCHEN
LIGHTING SCHEME.
STANDARD

HALOGEN SPOTLIGHTS

LED

Standard bulbs tend to give out a
warmer light than halogen bulbs.
They are inexpensive and easy
to get hold of and fit when they
need replacing.

Controllable, dimmable halogen
lights are small, tidy and provide
crisp colour and good illumination.
Halogen bulbs are also long-lasting
and energy efficient.

LED lighting not only provides
bright, enduring illumination for your
kitchen, but is also extremely energy
efficient, consuming up to 85% less
energy than an equivalent five year
old model with halogen lights.

GOOD LIGHTING CAN MAKE ALL
THE DIFFERENCE TO A ROOM.
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CEILING VENTILATION
Sleek and effective
Simply adjust the settings on your ceiling hood with the easy to operate
remote control.
Add style and illumination to your kitchen with the seven segment
LED display.
Select one of three speeds, plus an intensive setting which boosts the
extraction rate to the maximum level to cope with particularly demanding
cooking conditions.
Clear your kitchen of any lingering steam or smells with the automatic
15 minutes after running setting.
Add your personal touch by choosing between a suspended or flush
ceiling installation.
Easily remove the grease filter cassettes for cleaning when the grease filter
saturation indicator alerts you. You’ll never have to check them yourself.

CEILING HOODS ARE THE PERFECT
COMBINATION OF FUNCTIONALITY,
DESIGN AND LIGHTING.
neff.co.uk
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CHIMNEY HOODS
Designed to match ovens perfectly
We have always been at the forefront of appliance design, rating
aesthetics as highly as efficiency and build quality. That’s why we
offer a vast range of design options for our hoods, making a Neff
hood a statement appliance for all the right reasons.
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ANGLED

ANGLED GLASS

CURVED GLASS

A real benefit for taller customers,
our angled canopy hoods allow
easier access to the hob.

Make a real design statement with
the stylish black canopy on this
model, designed to coordinate
with our glass hobs.

The combination of stainless steel
and curved glass is hugely popular
and provides a striking focal point
for any kitchen.

FLAT GLASS

BOX

PYRAMID

With their clean lines and linear
styling, flat-glass hoods are a
perennially popular choice.
They have a contemporary
architectural look, which fits well
with a modern kitchen.

This style of hood is already
extremely popular throughout
Europe, particularly in Italy and
Germany. Sleek, compact and easy
to maintain, it’s rapidly becoming a
firm favourite in British kitchens too.

Bold and dramatic, these are
statement hoods that add a touch of
panache to any kitchen. They break
up the lines of the cabinets, and add
visual interest to the room.
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CONTROL PANELS
Our control panels have been carefully designed to help you get the most out of your
Neff extractor hood. From classic switch controls, to an intelligent TFT touch display
screen, whichever model you decide to go for you’ll always be in control.

SWITCH CONTROL

ELECTRONIC CONTROL

Our classic extractor hoods feature simple, sleek and
easy to use switch controls. These switches have a
satisfying solidity about them and provide separate
controls for each power level as well as the lights.

Our electronically controlled hoods allow for greater
control over power levels, including intensive and
automatic run on, and display the chosen setting on a
clean, white display panel.

TOUCH
CONTROL
Designed to match ovens perfectly
The new range of extractor hoods, with touch
control, flawlessly complement our ovens and
compact appliances for a sleek and stylish
look. The high-resolution TFT display offers
maximum convenience and excellent legibility.

RIM VENTILATION
Chimney hoods featuring rim ventilation have the metal grease filter cassettes
hidden by a stainless steel plate to ensure a streamlined appearance. Air is drawn
around the outside of the stainless steel plate before being passed through the
metal grease filter. Recirculation requires charcoal carbon filters to help remove
unwanted odours.

Rim ventilation filter
neff.co.uk
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DOWNDRAFT HOOD
Ideal for an island unit
With an elegant design, first class functionality and the choice of using
either recirculating or ducted ventilation, the stunning retractable
downdraft model provides an uncluttered, space-saving solution for virtually
any kitchen. It fully retracts into the worktop to create a flush finish and also
features intuitive operation via a glass panel touch control, to truly combine
modern minimalist design with current kitchen trends.

Add style and illumination to your kitchen with
the seven segment LED display.
Clear your kitchen of any lingering steam or
smells with the automatic 15 minutes after
running setting.
Easily remove the grease filter cassettes for
cleaning when the grease filter saturation
indicator alerts you. You’ll never have to check
them yourself.
For neat installation in worktops.

EFFICIENT AND ELEGANT.
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BUILT-IN
EXTRACTOR HOODS
Even in a smaller kitchen it’s really important to have an effective extractor
hood. A built-in option saves valuable space, but still does the job in style.

TYPES OF BUILT-IN HOODS
CANOPY

INTEGRATED

Canopy hoods are designed
to fit neatly under an
overhead canopy kitchen
unit. They’re discreet and
save valuable space.

These hoods look like
they’re part of the
furniture. Hidden behind a
unit door, they simply pull
out when needed.

CONVENTIONAL

TELESCOPIC

Conventional hoods fit
neatly under a kitchen unit,
protruding only slightly.
The controls are usually
positioned on the front.

For a smaller kitchen where
space is at a premium, these
clever hoods pull out from
the wall when required.

BUILT-IN HOODS ARE PERFECT
FOR THE SMALLER KITCHEN.
FILTERS
Our extractor hoods have metal grease filters that are designed to last for the
lifetime of the hood. Metal grease filters can be taken in and out very simply
and are easy to clean by popping them in the dishwasher on a regular basis.

EXTRACTOR HOODS USE FILTERS TO ENSURE
THAT GREASE AND ODOUR PARTICLES ARE
FILTERED FROM THE ATMOSPHERE.

Standard design metal grease filter

Neff design metal grease filter
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EXTRACTOR HOODS

Downdraft Mounted Hood & Ceiling Hoods

I99L59N0GB

Downdraft Mounted Hood

Energy

I99CM67N0B
Ceiling Hood

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

I92C67N1GB

I99C68N1GB

7 segment LED display
Interval operation
Automatic after running (15 minutes)
1 x 5 Watt LED light strip
SoftLight with dimmer
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Charcoal filter
Grease filter saturation indicator
Touch control operation
Rim ventilation

Ceiling Hood

Energy

Ceiling Hood

Energy

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Halogen lights
4 metal grease filter cassettes
Electronic control
Soft touch metal button control
Remote control
Stainless steel filter cover
Rim ventilation
Ceiling mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
3 power levels
Intensive setting
Automatic intensive revert
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For ceiling mounted installation
LED display
1 x LED glass filter panel
SoftLight with dimmer function
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Saturation indicator for metal and charcoal filter
Interval operation
3 speeds plus intensive
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
Automatic intensive revert (4 minutes)
EfficientDrive BLDC technology
Electronic controls
Suitable for ducted extraction and recirculation

neff.co.uk

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Electronic power level display
Halogen lights
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Electronic control
Soft touch metal button control
Remote control
Stainless steel filter cover
Rim ventilation
Ceiling mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
3 power levels
Intensive setting
Automatic intensive revert

I96CM57N0B
Ceiling Hood

Energy

FEATURES

For ceiling mounted installation
LED display
1 x LED glass filter panel
SoftLight with dimmer function
1 metal grease filter cassette
Saturation indicator for metal and charcoal filter
Interval operation
3 speeds plus intensive
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
EfficientDrive BLDC technology
Electronic controls
Suitable for ducted extraction and recirculation

EXTRACTOR HOODS

Island Hoods & Chimney Hood with Glass

I79MT86N1B
Island Hood

Energy

I79MT64N1B
Island Hood

Energy

I89DK62N0B
Island Hood

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

I89EH52N0B

I79SH52N0B

D39DT68N0B

Efficient drive motor
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
LED light strips
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Electronic control
Soft touch
Stainless steel filter cover
Rim ventilation
Ceiling mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 power levels
2 intensive settings
Automatic intensive revert

Island Hood

Energy

FEATURES

Efficient drive motor
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
4 x LED lights
1 metal grease filter cassette
Electronic control
Soft touch
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Ceiling mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 power levels
Automatic intensive revert

Efficient drive motor
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
LED light strips
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Electronic control
Soft touch
Stainless steel filter cover
Rim ventilation
Height adjustable chimney sections
Ceiling mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (3/6/9 minutes)
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 power levels
2 intensive settings
Automatic intensive revert

Island Hood

Energy

FEATURES

Efficient drive motor
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
4 x LED lights
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Electronic control
Soft touch
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Ceiling mounted installation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 power levels
2 intensive settings
Automatic intensive revert

EfficientDrive motor
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
Halogen lights
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Electronic control
Soft touch
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Ceiling mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 power levels
2 intensive settings
Automatic intensive revert

Chimney Hood with Glass

Energy

FEATURES

For wall mounted installation
7 segment LED display
2 x 1W LED lights
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Saturation indicator for metal and charcoal filter
Interval operation
4 power levels plus intensive
Automatic after running (15 minutes)
EfficientDrive BLDC technology
Touch control
Electronic controls
Suitable for ducted extraction and recirculation
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EXTRACTOR HOODS
Chimney Hoods with Glass

D39DT57N0B

Chimney Hood with Glass

Energy

D39GL64N0B

Chimney Hood with Glass

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

Also available as
D36DT57N0B 60cm width

D39GL64S0B Black glass

D39E49S0GB

D89DK62N0B

For wall mounted installation
7 segment LED display
2 x 1W LED lights
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Saturation indicator for metal and charcoal filter
Interval operation
3 speeds plus intensive
Automatic after running (15 minutes)
Touch control
Electronic controls
Suitable for ducted extraction and recirculation

Chimney Hood with Glass

Energy

EfficientDrive motor
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
LED light strips
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Electronic control
Soft touch metal button control
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Wall mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 power levels
2 intensive settings
Automatic intensive revert

Chimney Hood with Glass

B

FEATURES

FEATURES

Also available as
D36E49S0GB 60cm width

D86DK62N0GB 60cm width
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Chimney Hood with Glass

Energy

FEATURES

Wall mounted installation
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Height adjustable chimney sections
EfficientDrive
Electronic power level display
3 power levels
Intensive setting
Automatic intensive revert
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
3 x LED lights
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Stainless steel filter cover
Electronic control
Soft touch control

Also available as

Energy

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
Halogen lights
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Electronic control
Soft touch metal button control
Glass filter cover
Rim ventilation
Wall mounted installation
Automatic after running (30 minutes)
3 power levels
2 intensive settings
Automatic intensive revert

D39MH64N1B

EfficientDrive motor
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
Halogen lights
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Electronic control
Soft touch metal button control
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Wall mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 power levels
2 intensive settings
Automatic intensive revert

Also available as

D89EH52N0B

Chimney Hood with Glass

Energy

FEATURES

Wall mounted installation
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Height adjustable chimney sections
EfficientDrive
Electronic power level display
3 power levels
Intensive setting
Automatic intensive revert
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
2 x LED lights
SoftLight with dimmer function
1 metal grease filter cassette
Electronic control
Soft touch control

Also available as

D86EH52N0B 60cm width

EXTRACTOR HOODS

Chimney Hoods with Glass & Chimney Hoods

D89GR22N0B

Chimney Hood with Glass

Energy

D89ER22N0B

Chimney Hood with Glass

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

Also available as
D86GR22N0B 60cm width

D87ER22N0B 70cm width
D86ER22N0B 60cm width

D79MT62N1B

D79MT86N1B

Wall mounted installation
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Height adjustable chimney sections
3 power levels
2 x LED lights
1 metal grease filter cassette
Stainless steel filter cover
Rocker switch control

Chimney Hood

Energy

FEATURES

3 x LED lights
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Saturation indicator for metal and charcoal filter
Interval operation
3 power levels and 2 intensive settings
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
Additional noise insulation
Efficient BLDC technology
Touch control
Electronic controls
Suitable for ducted extraction and recirculation

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
2 x LED lights
1 metal grease filter cassette
Switch control
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Wall mounted installation
3 power levels

D99L20N0GB
Chimney Hood

Energy

FEATURES

EfficientDrive motor
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
1 x LED light
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Electronic control
Touch control
Stainless steel filter cover
Rim ventilation
Height adjustable chimney sections
Wall mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (3/6/9 minutes)
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 power levels
Intensive setting
Automatic intensive revert

Also available as

Chimney Hood

Energy

FEATURES

3 x LED lights
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Saturation indicator for metal and charcoal filter
Interval operation
3 power levels and 2 intensive settings
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
Additional noise insulation
Touch control
Electronic controls
Suitable for ducted extraction and recirculation

D79MH52N1B
Chimney Hood

Energy

FEATURES

3 x LED lights
SoftLight with dimmer function
Saturation indicator for grease filter
Interval operation
3 power levels and 2 intensive settings
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
Additional noise insulation
Soft touch control
Electronic controls
Suitable for ducted extraction and recirculation

Also available as
D76MH52N1B 60cm width
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EXTRACTOR HOODS
Chimney Hoods

D69SH52N0B
Chimney Hood

Energy

D79SH52N0B
Chimney Hood

Energy

D79SR22N0B
Chimney Hood

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

Also available as
D66SH52N0B 60cm width

Also available as
D76SH52N0B 60cm width

D76SR22N0B 60cm width

D69B21N0GB

D67B21N0GB

D66B21N0GB

EfficientDrive motor
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
LED light strips
Electronic control
Soft touch metal button control
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Wall mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 power levels
2 intensive settings
Automatic intensive revert

Chimney Hood

Energy

Chimney Hood

Energy

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Halogen lights
3 metal grease filter cassettes
Switch control
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Wall mounted installation
3 power levels

Also available as
D69B21S0GB Black
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EfficientDrive motor
Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic power level display
LED light strips
Electronic control
Soft touch metal button control
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Wall mounted installation
Interval operation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
SoftLight with dimmer function
3 power levels
2 intensive settings
Automatic intensive revert

neff.co.uk

70

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Halogen lights
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Switch control
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Wall mounted installation
3 power levels

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
2 x LED lights
Switch control
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Wall mounted installation
3 power levels

Also available as

Chimney Hood

Energy

60

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Halogen lights
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Switch control
Stainless steel filter cover
Height adjustable chimney sections
Wall mounted installation
3 power levels

Also available as

D66B21S0GB Black

EXTRACTOR HOODS
Built-in Telescopic Hoods

D4692X0GB
Telescopic Hood

Energy

60

D4972X0GB
Telescopic Hood

Energy

90

FEATURES

FEATURES

D4644X0GB

D4618X0GB

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
Electronic control
Electronic power level display
2 halogen lights
SoftLight with dimmer function
Plug in VarioControl
Soft touch metal button control
Automatic sensor control
Interval operation
Automatic after running (10 minutes)
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Install in, between and under furniture carcase
3 power levels
Intensive setting

Telescopic Hood

Energy

60

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
2 standard bulbs
Rocker switch control
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Install in, between and under furniture carcase
3 power levels

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
3 halogen lights
Slider switch control
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Install in, between and under furniture carcase
3 power levels
Intensive setting

D4672X0GB
Telescopic Hood

Energy

60

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
2 halogen lights
Slider switch control
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Install in, between and under furniture carcase
3 power levels
Intensive setting

Telescopic Hood

Energy

60

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
3 halogen lights
Slider switch control
1 metal grease filter cassette
Install in, between and under furniture carcase
3 power levels
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EXTRACTOR HOODS
Built-in Canopy Hoods

D57ML67N0B
Canopy Hood

Energy

70

FEATURES

For installation in a kitchen cabinet
LED display
2 x 1W LED lights
SoftLight dimmer function
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Interval operation
Soft touch control
Suitable for ducted extraction and recirculation

D5625X0GB
Canopy Hood

Energy

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
2 standard bulbs
Rocker switch control
Install in, between and under furniture carcase
2 power levels
Intensive setting
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D57MH56N0B
Canopy Hood

Energy

70

D5855X0GB
Canopy Hood

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

Also available as
D55MH56N0B 52cm width

D5655X0GB 53cm width

LED display
2 x 1W LED lights
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Soft touch control
Electronic controls

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
2 halogen lights
Slider switch control
2 metal grease filter cassettes
Install in, between and under furniture carcase
3 power levels
Intensive setting

Also available as

EXTRACTOR HOODS

Integrated Hoods & Conventional Hood

D2664X0GB
Integrated Hood

Energy

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
2 standard bulbs
Rocker switch control
Install in, between and under furniture carcase
Furniture door required
3 power levels
Intensive setting

D2654X1GB
Integrated Hood

Energy

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
2 standard bulbs
Rocker switch control
Install in, between or under furniture carcase
Furniture door required
3 power levels

D2615X0GB
Integrated Hood

Energy

FEATURES

Suitable for ducted operation
Suitable for recirculating operation
1 standard bulb
Rocker switch control
Install in, between and under furniture carcase
Furniture door required
3 power levels

D16BS01N0B
Conventional Hood

Energy

FEATURES

For wall mounted installation or suspended
beneath a reduced height wall cupboard
LED display
1 halogen light
3 power levels
Slide control operation
Mechanical controls
Suitable for ducted extraction and recirculation

Also available as
D16BS01S0B Black
D16BS01W0B White
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FRIDGES AND FREEZERS
Keep your cool with Neff
You will no doubt be aware of the benefits of using fresh ingredients in your
cooking to ensure your family enjoy a healthy, balanced diet. You can rely on
our cooling appliances to perfectly store and preserve fresh food, making
excessive waste a thing of the past.

neff.co.uk
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FRIDGES AND FREEZERS
FOR ANY SIZE KITCHEN
So which combination of fridge and freezer is right for you?
At Neff, we’re constantly working to improve our range of fridges
and freezers so there’s something for everyone. Whether you need a
streamlined space-saving model, or a large American style fridge freezer
that can cope with the demands of your hungry family, we’re confident
that there’s a model to suit you. It’s our attention to detail that makes all
the difference – our NoFrost, CircoCool® and AntiSpill shelf innovations are
designed to make your life easier. And, of course, all of our appliances have
at least an A+ energy rating for great efficiency and low running costs.

NoFrost Freezer
s
automatically re
act
to any signs of fr
ost
so it never has a
chance to build
up.
K3990X7GB
American Style Fridge Freezer
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OUR INNOVATIVE VITA FRESH
PRESERVATION SYSTEM EXTENDS
THE LIFE OF FOOD BY AT
LEAST THREE TIMES IN ORDER
TO REDUCE WASTE.
®

0°C VITA FRESH®
Did you know that around a third of the food we buy is thrown away?
The average family of four throws away £680* worth of food per year. At Neff, we’re keen
to help you manage your costs by developing the most effective food preservation systems.
VitaFresh® is a 0°C compartment, independent from the fridge temperature, comprising two
humidity zones. The dry section maintains 50% humidity to preserve meat and fish, while the
moist zone, at 90% humidity, extends the life of vegetables, salad and fruit.

EATING A FRESH, CRUNCHY SALAD IS A JOY IN
SUMMER, BUT SO OFTEN THE SHORT SHELF LIFE OF
FRESH PRODUCE MEANS IT CAN BE DIFFICULT TO
USE BEFORE IT WILTS.
By storing your salad items in the VitaFresh® 0˚C drawer, the
90% humidity can extend the life of produce for up to three days,
maintaining the nutrition levels as well as preserving the look and
taste in order to support your healthy lifestyle. It’s perfect for fruit
and vegetables too; soft fruit such as apricots retain up to 50%
more of their vitamin content when stored in the VitaFresh® 0˚C
compartment.

SALAD DAYS

Salad st ays fres
h up to
three times long
er in a
VitaFresh® com
partment,
compared to a sa
lad drawer
in a conventiona
l fridge.
*Figure according to lovefoodhatewaste.com
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ACCESS TO® THE VITA FRESH DRAWERS IS EASY. THE TELESCOPIC
FLEXI RAIL SYSTEM ALLOWS THE DRAWERS TO SLIDE OUT FULLY
FOR ADDED CONVENIENCE.
®
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STORING FOOD IN YOUR
NEFF FRIDGE AND FREEZER

OUR FRIDGES AND FREEZERS ARE DESIGNED TO KEEP YOUR FOOD
AS SAFE AND FRESH AS POSSIBLE. SO NOW YOU CAN STORE
EVERYTHING YOU NEED WITH COOL, CALM CONFIDENCE.
LED INTERIOR LIGHTS

MULTIAIRFLOW COOLING

Gain clear, bright illumination
within your cooling appliance
with this efficient and long
lasting lighting system.

Ensures your food stays fresher
for longer by greatly improving the
circulation of air around the fridge,
regulating the temperature and
humidity levels and eradicating
condensation build-up.

ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
Allow you to check the temperature
of your fridge or freezer at a glance
and control it easily.

MULTIPLE COOLING
SYSTEMS

LED interior lights

Prevent the transference of odours
and/or humidity between the fridge
and freezer cavities using separate
cooling circuits for independent
temperature control.

CIRCO COOL®
Creates a better circulation of air
inside the fridge with vent holes
at the back of the shelves. This
minimises ‘hot spots’ and maintains a
more even temperature throughout.

DYNAMIC COOLING
Quick and even temperature
distribution across all shelf levels,
even after the door has been opened.

ICE WATER DISPENSER
HydroFresh vegetable drawer

Provides ice cubes, crushed ice and
chilled water at any time, sourced
directly from a permanent water
connection.

HYDRO FRESH
Helps fruit and vegetables last up to
twice as long by adjusting humidity
levels. It also features a convenient
Telescopic Rail which allows the
drawer to extend completely for
easier access.

CHILLER SAFE
Keeps meat, fish and ready-meals
fresh by maintaining a lower
temperature from the rest of
the fridge.

CRISPER BOX
Protects the quality and freshness
of vegetables and salad produce.
The humidity is controlled to keep
perishable goods moist and crisp,
extending both their shelf life and
nutritional value.

AIR FRESH FILTER
Reduces strong odours and keeps
your fridge smelling fresh by using a
carbon filter combined with cold air
circulation.

ANTISPILL TRIMS
If there’s an accidental spillage these
trims will help save any food below
by holding up to a pint of liquid.
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NoFrost

LowFrost

NO FROST VS. LOW FROST
NoFrost freezers automatically react to any signs of frost so it never has
a chance to build up. With a NoFrost freezer air is blown from the back
wall and circulates over food items. As a result, there is no condensation
or build-up of frost and food does not freeze together. It also provides
more storage space due to there being no internal evaporator and you
will only need to defrost your freezer 2-3 times per year.
LowFrost, within our built-in bottom freezers KI6873F30G and
KI6863F30G, improves performance and reduces frost build-up
in an energy efficient way.

TELESCOPIC FLEXI RAIL®
DRAWERS

FUNCTIONS OF NEFF
FRIDGES AND FREEZERS

For even better access and added
convenience, these drawers slide
out fully on smooth rails.

SUPER COOL
Allows for the increase in
temperature that occurs when fresh
food is added. As soon as the food
is cold, the fridge will readjust to the
normal temperature.

FRONT VENTILATION
A sleek, stylish solution to
ventilation, the air is drawn in
through the plinth eliminating
the need for a top board.

SUPER FREEZE
Lowers the temperature for
more rapid freezing when adding
fresh food.

VITA CONTROL
Ensures the appliance maintains
an optimal storage climate,
independent of the surrounding
ambient temperatures, using three
intelligent sensors which monitor the
temperature within the fridge, the
freezer and the room outside.

INTELLIGENT COOLING
Uses a range of innovative sensors
to calculate the quantity of food
in the fridge with the outside
temperature and then adjusts the
internal cooling power accordingly.

VARIO SHELF
Instantly create extra space for tall
or wide items, without the hassle of
emptying and removing an entire
shelf level. These clever safety-glass
shelves divide lengthways; simply
reach in and lift away the front
section, it’s that easy!

VARIO BOX
Lets you choose a low temperature
for meat and two higher temperatures
for dairy and grocery items to ensure
that every food type is kept in its
most appropriate conditions.

VarioShelf

DOOR OPEN AND HIGH
TEMPERATURE ALARM
SYSTEMS
If the door has been left open or a
power cut has occurred, the cooling
appliance will alert you. A rise in
temperature would result in spoiled
food, so this system ensures that
your ingredients are kept in the best
possible environment for freshness
and quality.
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AT A GLANCE
BUILT-IN FRIDGE FREEZERS

110 - 111

BUILT-IN SINGLE DOOR FRIDGES

112 - 113

BUILT-IN SINGLE DOOR FREEZERS

114

BUILT-IN SINGLE DOOR FRIDGES AND
FREEZERS UNDER 90CM

114 - 115

AMERICAN STYLE FRIDGE FREEZERS

116

KI6873F30G
Built-in fridge freezer
Page 110

KI2422S30G
Built-in single door fridge
Page 113

K3990X7GB
American style fridge/freezer
Page 116
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REFRIGERATION
Built-in Fridge Freezers

K8345X0

KI7863D30G

Built-in Fridge Freezer

KI7853D30G

Built-in Fridge Freezer

Built-in Fridge Freezer
Energy

Energy

VitaFresh®

HydroFresh

HydroFresh

NoFrost

NoFrost

NoFrost

SoftClose

SoftClose

SoftClose

nahe

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

KI6873F30G

KI6863F30G

KI7862F30G

Automatic defrost freezer
SoftClose door
Fixed hinge
Right hinged door, reversible
Twin LED electronic control panel
VitaFresh®
Twin LED electronic control panel
Single compressor
Acoustical door open warning signal

SoftClose hinge
LED Interior light
2 cooling circuits
HydroFresh
Electronic control
SuperCool function
NoFrost

Annual energy consumption 250 kWh (per year)
Total net capacity: 251 litres
Net fridge capacity: 132 litres
Net freezer capacity: 62 litres
70/30 split
57 litre VitaFresh® 0°C chiller section
Noise 39dB

Built-in Fridge Freezer

SoftClose hinge
LED Interior light
2 cooling circuits
HydroFresh
Electronic control
SuperCool function
NoFrost

Total energy consumption 223 kWh per year
Total net capacity 257 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 189 litres
Freezer net capacity 68 litres
60/40 split
Noise 39dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 558 x 54

Built-in Fridge Freezer

Total energy consumption 234 kWh per year
Total net capacity 249 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 155 litres
Freezer net capacity 94 litres
50/50 split
Noise 39dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 558 x 545

Built-in Fridge Freezer

Energy

Energy

Energy

HydroFresh

HydroFresh

NoFrost

LowFrost

LowFrost

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

LED Interior light
2 cooling circuits
HydroFresh
Electronic control
SuperCool function
LowFrost

Total energy consumption 226 kWh per year
Total net capacity 272 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 211 litres
Freezer net capacity 61 litres
70/30 split
Noise 35dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 558 x 545
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LED Interior light
2 cooling circuits
HydroFresh
Electronic control
SuperCool function
LowFrost

Total energy consumption 219 kWh per year
Total net capacity 268 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 194 litres
Freezer net capacity 74 litres
70/30 split
Noise 38dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 558 x 545

LED Electronic control
Removable magnetic door seals – easy to clean
FreshSense
Single cooling circuit
Automatic defrost fridge
Bright interior LED fridge light
NoFrost freezer
Automatic defrost freezer
SuperFreeze function with automatic deactivation
Acoustical door open warning signal
Total energy consumption 222 kWh per year.
Total net capacity: 255 litres
Net fridge capacity: 188 litres
Net freezer capacity: 67 litres
60/40 split
Noise 39dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 538 x 542

REFRIGERATION
Built-in Fridge Freezers

K9524X7GB

K4254X7GB

Built-in Fridge Freezer

K4204X8GB

Built-in Fridge Freezer

Built-in Fridge Freezer
Energy

Energy

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES
LED interior light
1 cooling circuit

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Discontinuing in August 2015, replaced by KI5852F30G

Discontinuing in August 2015, replaced by KI5852S30G

Manual defrost freezer
Automatic defrost fridge
Fixed hinge
Right hinged door, reversible
Electronic control (LED chain)
5 safety glass shelves in fridge compartment of
which 4 are height adjustable
4 star freezer rating
3 freezer drawers
SuperFreeze function with automatic deactivation
Energy efficiency class: A+
Annual energy consumption (per year).
Total net capacity: 276 litres
Net fridge capacity: 218 litres
Net freezer capacity: 58 litres
70/30 split
Noise 40dB

Discontinuing in August 2015, replaced by KI587230G

Daylight
1 cooling circuit
HydroFresh
Electronic control

Total energy consumption 300 kWh per year
Total net capacity 262 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 168 litres
Freezer net capacity 94 litres
50/50 split
Noise 40dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 541 x 545

Total energy consumption 287 kWh per year
Total net capacity 262 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 167 litres
Freezer net capacity 95 litres
50/50 split
Noise 40dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 541 x 545

K8524X8GB

Built-in Fridge Freezer
Energy

nahe

VitaFresh®

NoFrost

SoftClose

FEATURES

Interior light
1 cooling circuit

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Total energy consumption 276 kWh per year
Total net capacity 277 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 217 litres
Freezer net capacity 60 litres
70/30 split
Noise 40dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 541 x 545
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REFRIGERATION

Built-in Single Door Fridges

K8315X0GB

K8115X0

KI8513D30G

Built-in Single Door Fridge

Built-In Single Door Fridge
Energy

Energy

VitaFresh®

VitaFresh®

nahe

Energy

nahe

Built-in Single Door Fridge

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

KI8413D30G

KI2823F30G

KI1813F30G

LED interior light
2 cooling circuits
VitaFresh®
Electronic control
SuperCool function

LED interior light
2 cooling circuits
VitaFresh®
AirFresh filter
Electronic control
SuperCool function

Total energy consumption 133 kWh per year
Total net capacity 306 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 306 litres
Noise 39dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 556 x 545

Built-in Single Door Fridge

LED interior light
2 cooling circuits
VitaFresh®
Electronic control

Total energy consumption 125 kWh per year
Total net capacity 233 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 233 litres
Noise 39dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1397 x 556 x 545

Built-in Single Door Fridge
Energy

Total energy consumption 163 kWh
Total net capacity 230 litres
Refrigeration net capacity 230 litres
Noise 37dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1398 x 538 x 533

Built-in Single Door Fridge
Energy

Energy

HydroFresh

nahe

VitaFresh®

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

LED interior light
2 cooling circuits
VitaFresh®
Electronic control

Total energy consumption 148 kWh
Total net capacity 192 litres
Refrigeration net capacity 192 litres
Noise 37dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1221 x 538 x 53

LED interior light
1 cooling circuit
HydroFresh
Electronic control

Total energy consumption 211 kWh per year
Total net capacity 287 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 252 litres
Freezer net capacity 35 litres
Noise 35dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 558 x 545

Launching June 2015
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LED interior light
1 cooling circuit
HydroFresh
Electronic control
SuperCool function

Total energy consumption 116 kWh per year
Total net capacity 319 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 319 litres
Noise 37dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 558 x 545

REFRIGERATION

Built-in Single Door Fridges

KI1413D30G

KI1413F30G

Built-in Single Door Fridge

KI2422S30G

Built-in Single Door Fridge
Energy

Built-in Single Door Fridge
Energy

Energy

HydroFresh

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

KI1412S30G

KI1312F30G

LED Electronic control
FreshSense
Single cooling circuit
Bright interior LED fridge light
SuperCool function with automatic deactivation
Acoustical door open warning signal
Total energy consumption 105 kWh per year.
Total net capacity: 211 litres
Net fridge capacity: 211 litres
Noise 33dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1221 x 558 x 545

Built-in Single Door Fridge

LED interior light
1 cooling circuit
HydroFresh
Electronic control
SuperCool function

Electronic control
Single cooling circuit
Bright interior LED fridge light
SuperCool function with automatic deactivation

Total energy consumption 105 kWh per year
Total net capacity 214 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 214 litres
Noise 33dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1221 x 558 x 5453

Total energy consumption 172 kWh per year
Total net capacity: 195 litres
Net fridge capacity: 180 litres
Net freezer capacity: 15 litres
Noise 38dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1221 x 538 x 545

Built-in Single Door Fridge
Energy

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Electronic control
Single cooling circuit
Bright interior LED fridge light
SuperCool function with automatic deactivation
6 safety glass shelves (5 height adjustable)

Total energy consumption 105 kWh per year
Total net capacity 211 litres
Net fridge capacity 211 litres
Noise 37dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1225 x 560 x 550

LED interior light
1 cooling circuit
Warning signal
HydroFresh
Electronic control

Total energy consumption 100 kWh per year
Total net capacity 174 litres
Refrigeration net capacity 174 litres
Noise 33dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1021 x 558 x 545

Launches June 2015
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REFRIGERATION

Built-in Single Door Freezers & Built-in Single Door Fridges Under 90cm

G8320X0

G8120X0

Built-in Single Door Freezer

G4655X7GB

Built-in Single Door Freezer
Energy

Built-in Single Door Freezer
Energy

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

KI1213F30G

KI1212F30G

KI1212S30G

SoftClose hinge
LED interior light
1 cooling circuit
Electronic control
NoFrost
SuperFreeze function

SoftClose hinge
LED interior light
1 cooling circuit
Electronic Control
NoFrost
SuperFreeze function

Total energy consumption 244 kWh per year
Total net capacity 213 litres
Freezer net capacity 213 litres
Noise 40dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 556 x 545

Built-in Single Door Fridge Under 90cm

SoftClose hinge
LED interior light
1 cooling circuit
Electronic Control
NoFrost
SuperFreeze function

Total energy consumption 209 kWh per year
Total net capacity 160 litres
Freezer net capacity 160 litres
Noise 40dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1397 x 556 x 545

Built-in Single Door Fridge Under 90cm

Energy

Total energy consumption 325 kWh per year
Total net capacity 213 litres
Freezer net capacity 213 litres
Noise 40dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1772 x 556 x 545

Built-in Single Door Fridge Under 90cm

Energy

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

LED interior light
1 cooling circuit
HydroFresh
Electronic Control
SuperCool function

Total energy consumption 97 kWh per year
Total net capacity 145 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 145 litres
Noise 33dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1874 x 558 x 545

Electronic control
Single cooling circuit
Bright interior LED fridge light
SuperCool

Total energy consumption 97 kWh per year
Total net capacity 144 litres
Net fridge capacity:144 litres
Noise 36dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 880 x 560 x 550

Launching June 2015
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Electronic control
Single cooling circuit
SuperCool function with automatic deactivation
VarioShelf – useful storage when required

Total energy consumption 97 kWh (per year).
Total net capacity: 144 litres
Net fridge capacity: 144 litres
Noise 36dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 874 x 538 x 542

REFRIGERATION

Built-in Single Door Fridges Under 90cm, Built-under Single Door Fridges Under 90cm, Built-in Single Door Freezers Under 90cm

K1514X7GB

Built-in Single Door Fridge Under 90cm

K4336X8GB

Built-under Single Door Fridge Under 90cm

Energy

K4316X7GB

Built-under Single Door Fridge Under 90cm

Energy

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

G5624X7GB

G1524X7GB

G4344X7GB

Interior light

Interior light
1 cooling circuit
Ice box
Auto Defrost

Total energy consumption 128 kWh per year
Total net capacity 151 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 151 litres
Noise 34dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 874 x 541 x 542

Built-in Single Door Freezer Under 90cm

Interior light
1 cooling circuit

Total energy consumption 140 kWh per year
Total net capacity 125 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 110 litres
Freezer net capacity 15 litres
Noise 38dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 820 x 598 x 548

Built-in Single Door Freezer Under 90cm

Energy

Total energy consumption 118 kWh per year
Total net capacity 138 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 138 litres
Noise 38dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 820 x 598 x 548

Built-in Single Door Freezer Under 90cm

Energy

Energy

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

1 cooling circuit
SuperFreeze function

Total energy consumption 194 kWh per year
Total net capacity 96 litres
Freezer net capacity 96 litres
Noise 36dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 874 x 541 x 542

1 cooling circuit
SuperFreeze function

Total energy consumption 194 kWh per year
Total net capacity 96 litres
Freezer net capacity 96 litres
Noise 36dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 874 x 541 x 542

1 cooling circuit
SuperFreeze function

Total energy consumption 184 kWh per year
Total net capacity 98 litres
Freezer net capacity 98 litres
Noise 38dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 820 x 598 x 548
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REFRIGERATION

American Style Fridge Freezers

K3990X7GB

K5930D1GB

American Style Fridge Freezer

American Style Fridge Freezer
Energy

FEATURES

Interior light
1 cooling circuit
MultiAirflow cooling
VarioBox
Electronic control

FEATURES

SuperCool function
Bottle rack
NoFrost
SuperFreeze function

Interior light
2 cooling circuits
MultiAirflow cooling
VarioBox
AirFresh filter

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Total energy consumption 464 kWh per year
Total net capacity 528 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 351 litres
Freezer net capacity 177 litres
Noise 44dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1756 x 910 x 725

K5920L0GB

American Style Fridge Freezer
Energy

Interior light
2 cooling circuits
MultiAirflow cooling
VarioBox
AirFresh filter

Electronic control
SuperCool function
NoFrost
SuperFreeze function

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Total energy consumption 455 kWh per year
Total net capacity 562 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 385 litres
Freezer net capacity 177 litres
Noise 44dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1756 x 910 x 725
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Electronic control
SuperCool function
Bottle rack
NoFrost
SuperFreeze function

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Total energy consumption 441 kWh per year
Total net capacity 497 litres
Refrigerator net capacity 333 litres
Freezer net capacity 155 litres
Noise 45dB
Dimensions (H x W x D mm) 1808 x 903 x 682

FEATURES

Energy
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DISHWASHERS
All Cookaholics need a Neff dishwasher to clean up afterwards
Whether you’re hosting a full-scale dinner party or cooking
a meal for one, our dishwashers can handle anything from
bulky pans and casserole dishes to delicate glasses and fine
china. Innovations like our unique VarioFlexPro® baskets with
VarioDrawerPro provide the complete flexibility needed for
the way we cook today.

Model shown:
S517P70Y0G Fully Integrated Dishwasher
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EFFICIENCY
We do our best to make all of our appliances as energy efficient as possible,
and our dishwashers are no exception. All of our machines are A rated for
washing and drying and A+ or A+++ rated for energy performance. Tests have
proven that they can use less water than washing up by hand and you can
even use the timer to take advantage of off-peak electricity costs.

INTEGRATION
Most of the dishwashers in our current range are fully integrated, accepting a
full furniture door to conceal everything, including the control panel. They’re
easy to fit and will coordinate with the rest of your kitchen.
Some models, like the S42M69N0GB and the S41E50N1GB, are semi-integrated
and feature a visible control panel on the front of the dishwasher, with a
furniture door fitted below the panel. Elegant stainless steel side trims can be
used on all 60cm models to create a more finished appearance (Z7860X0 for
815cm high and Z7861X0 for 865cm high).

Fully integrated

NOISE
Enjoy the conversation in the kitchen even when the dishwasher is on.
With selected models operating at just 42dB, about the same noise as a
whisper, you'll never again have to compete with the dishwasher to be heard.

Our dishwashers provide expert cleaning with programmes
suited to everything a busy kitchen can provide.
PROGRAMMES
Every day is different, and this is as true for your dishwasher as it is for
you. From the biggest pan to the smallest spoon, our dishwashers are
ready to handle every meal time eventuality.

Semi integrated

INTENSIVE WASH ZONE
Activates higher wash temperatures and increases spray arm pressure
in the bottom basket, while maintaining a more gentle wash in the top
basket. It’s almost like creating dual zones in the dishwasher.

HYGIENE PLUS OPTION
Provides a hotter final rinse, with 70°C water for ten minutes, to
effectively cleanse items such as chopping boards and cooking utensils.

AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMES
Around half of all dishwasher users choose the wrong wash
temperature. We have therefore developed three automatic
programmes (model dependent) to choose from: normal (Auto
45°C-65°C), delicate (Auto 35°C-45°C) and intensive (Auto 65°C-75°C).

VARIO SPEED® AND VARIO SPEED® PLUS
A quicker wash option that still provides a hygienically clean and
dry load. VarioSpeed® reduces programme times by up to 50% and
VarioSpeed® Plus by up to 66%.

HALF LOAD
Uses up to 20% less water and up to 10% less energy than a full load.
This programme will wash up to six place settings and is flexible enough
to allow for loading dishes anywhere in the dishwasher.
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ALL NEFF DISHWASHERS COME WITH A
CHOICE OF PROGRAMMES, FROM INTENSIVE
WASH CYCLES CAPABLE OF TACKLING TOUGH
BURNT ON FOOD, TO DELICATE WASHES
FOR GLASSWARE AND CROCKERY.
Model shown:
S517P70Y0G Fully Integrated Dishwasher
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GET THE BEST FROM YOUR NEFF DISHWASHER
At Neff, we aim to inspire passionate cooks so our dishwashers really
do need to be able to handle everything, from pans and roasting tins,
to 14-place dinner sets. When browsing the range, we are confident
there will be functions and programmes to suit your requirements.

CHEF 70°
Makes even the dirtiest dishes look brand new
Perfect for cleaning even the dirtiest cooking utensils, Chef70° uses a
hotter setting with a powerful spray head. Items placed in the lower
basket are subject to higher spray pressures to remove stubborn food
residue, ideal for pots and pans that would otherwise require soaking.

VarioFlexPro®
Lay bulky items flat in your
dishwasher baskets using
VarioFlexPro®. Spray from the
top, bottom and middle of
the machine then cleans them
thoroughly.

No more soaking overnight and
scrubbing in the morning.

VARIO FLEX
PRO® BASKETS
Lots of room, lots of convenience
Gain full use of the space in your dishwasher with the flexible VarioFlexPro®
rack system. There’s more room for large plates in the bottom rack, more
safety for glasses in the top rack and more flexibility with the lowerable
VarioDrawerPro and the three stage height-adjustable RackMatic.

VarioDrawerPro with
triple RackMatic
Raise and lower the top
basket in your dishwasher
across three levels using
RackMatic. You’re also able
to pull the top basket out
until it’s full extended, for
easy loading and unloading.

AS THE NAME SUGGESTS, VARIO FLEX PRO PROVIDES ALL OF THE
FLEXIBILITY NEEDED TO MAKE THE MOST OF A NEFF DISHWASHER.
®
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NEFF SPARKLE®
We’ve done our research and found that one of the main things
that puts people off buying a new dishwasher is potential
damage to glassware. Even people who can’t live without their
dishwashers tend to wash their best glasses by hand to keep
them in pristine condition.
Taking this into account, we developed the NeffSparkle®
glass care system. NeffSparkle® models combine delicate
auto programmes (Glasscare 40°C or Auto 35-45°C) with
glass-friendly baskets, a gentle heat exchanger and a
protective water softener.

NEFF SPARKLE IS AN AUTOMATIC
PROGRAMME THAT TREATS GLASSWARE
WITH EXTRA CARE, DESIGNED SPECIALLY
FOR MIXED LOADS.
®

FINISH QUANTUM
SHINE & PROTECT
We have tested and
recommend using Finish
dishwashing products.
For the ultimate clean
and shine, plus added
protection against glass
corrosion, we recommend
new Finish Quantum
Shine & Protect.

ZEOLITH®
Perfect drying with no excessive energy use
A form of naturally occurring mineral, Zeolith® has the ability to absorb
moisture and turn it in to heat. The heat produced naturally by Zeolith®
is used during the drying cycle. No additional energy is therefore required
to heat up the contents of your dishwasher for the drying process
(as with a standard drying system).

neff.co.uk
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USING YOUR
NEFF DISHWASHER
AQUASTOP

INFO LIGHT

Protects inlet and outlet hoses from leakage. A safety
valve prevents any more water from entering the
dishwasher and overflowing – even when the machine
is off.

Projects a red light on to the floor at the front of the
machine while the programme is running as an added
safety feature.

CHILD SAFETY LOCK

Useable on any coloured surface, this feature projects the
remaining time of the dishwashing cycle on to the floor at
the front of the machine.

Prevents children from being able to open the door
easily and can be fitted to the machine at the time
of installation.

CONCEALED HEATER
Warms up the water that flows through it. Placed under
the base of the dishwasher, it protects plastic dishes in
the bottom basket from melting.

CONTROL PANEL LOCK
A tamper-proof control to prevent children from starting
or changing the programmes. Simply press and hold the
‘key’ symbol for four seconds to activate/deactivate.

DOSAGE ASSIST
Releases the dishwasher tablet into a tray at the front
of the upper basket. A targeted jet of water from the
spray arm ensures that the tablet is dissolved and
used at precisely the right time during the wash cycle.

LARGE ITEM SPRAY
Designed for washing tall items such as roasting pans,
oven shelves and tall vases, the top basket is removed,
and an additional spray head is fitted to the back of the
appliance. This showers the items to achieve excellent
cleaning results.

RESIDUAL DRYING SYSTEM
Uses a very hot final rinse programme to evaporate the
water and subsequently leave items beautifully clean and
dry. If putting plasticware in the dishwasher we would
recommend using the ExtraDry function to leave them
perfectly dry.

SERVOLOCK

Powerfully distributes water for a truly thorough clean.

Allows the door to close virtually by itself. It is achieved
through precision engineering of the spring pressure
on the door catch, giving a tight, secure seal with
minimum effort.

DOOR OPEN ASSIST

TIME DELAY

DUOPOWER SPRAY ARM

Allows you to open the dishwasher door by lightly
pressing the front of the unit. There’s no need for
a handle.

Lets you pre-programme the dishwasher in advance to
take advantage of off-peak electricity costs.

HEAT EXCHANGER

Allows for easier installation of dishwashers in kitchens
with limited door to plinth clearance.

Ensures that the drying phase of programmes is energy
efficient and glassware is fully protected by preventing
extreme temperatures.

EXTRA HEIGHT MODELS
For more flexible installation, two models, the
S727P70Y0G and the S72M66X1GB, are taller
and height adjustable from 865mm-925mm. This is
particularly useful in kitchens with higher worktops.
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TIME LIGHT
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VARIO HINGE

All adjustable
elements are
marked clearly in
red, making them
easy to identify
at a glance.
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AT A GLANCE
FULLY INTEGRATED DISHWASHERS

128 - 130

SLIMLINE DISHWASHERS

131

SEMI INTEGRATED DISHWASHERS

131 - 132

S517P70Y0G
Fully integrated dishwasher
Page 128

S58T69X1GB
Slimline dishwasher
Page 131

S41E50N1GB
Semi integrated dishwasher
Page 132
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DISHWASHERS

Fully Integrated Dishwashers

S517P70Y0G

S727P70Y0G

Fully Integrated Dishwasher

Fully Integrated Dishwasher
Energy

81
VarioSpeed®
Plus

Energy

Efficient
SilentDrive

Operating
Programmes

VarioFlexPro®

Intensive
Zone

Shine & Dry

7

86
VarioSpeed®
Plus

RackMatic®

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

S51M66X0GB

S72M66X1GB

7 programmes. 4 Special options: Shine and Dry, Intensive wash zone,
VarioSpeed Plus, Hygiene Plus
VarioFlexPro® basket system
VarioDrawer Pro
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
DoorOpen Assist – Simple to use, designed for handleless kitchens
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Zeolith® – Energy efficient and hygienic drying
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee
White interior EmotionLight
Red InfoLight®
Energy Efficiency Class: A+++
Capacity: 13 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 42dB

Intensive
Zone

Shine & Dry

7

7 programmes. 4 Special options: Shine and Dry, Intensive wash zone,
VarioSpeed Plus, Hygiene Plus
VarioFlexPro® basket system
VarioDrawer Pro
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
DoorOpen Assist – Simple to use, designed for handleless kitchens
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Zeolith® – Energy efficient and hygienic drying
Heat exchanger – Hygienic and efficient drying
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee
White interior EmotionLight
Red InfoLight®

Fully Integrated Dishwasher
Energy

Energy

Efficient
SilentDrive

VarioFlexPro®

81
TimeLight

VarioSpeed®
Plus

Chef 70 º

RackMatic®

Intensive
Zone

VarioFlexPlus®

InfoLight

VarioSpeed®
Plus

Chef 70 º

RackMatic®

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

4 Special options: Intensive wash zone, VarioSpeed Plus, Hygiene Plus,
Extra dry
EcoDry – end of cycle door opening for perfect results
VarioFlex Plus basket system
VarioDrawer Plus
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Heat exchanger – Hygienic and efficient drying
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee
White interior EmotionLight

Efficient
SilentDrive

86

FEATURES
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VarioFlexPro®

Energy Efficiency Class: A+++
Capacity: 13 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 42dB

Fully Integrated Dishwasher

128

Operating
Programmes

RackMatic®

FEATURES

Energy Efficiency Class: A++
Capacity: 13 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 44dB

Efficient
SilentDrive

Intensive
Zone

6 programmes. 3 special options: Intensive wash zone, VarioSpeed Plus,
Extra dry
VarioFlex Plus basket system
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Heat exchanger – Hygienic and efficient drying
Efficient SilentDrive BLDC motor
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee
White interior EmotionLight

Energy Efficiency Class: A++
Capacity: 13 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 44dB

DISHWASHERS

Fully Integrated Dishwashers

S71M66X1GB

S51M53X2GB

Fully Integrated Dishwasher

Fully Integrated Dishwasher
Energy

Energy

Efficient
SilentDrive

VarioFlexPlus®

81
VarioSpeed®
Plus

Intensive
Zone

Chef 70 º

RackMatic®

VarioSpeed®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

S51L58X0GB

S51L53X0GB

Energy Efficiency Class: A++
Capacity: 13 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 44 dB

InfoLight

RackMatic®

5 programmes. 3 special options: VarioSpeed®, Half load
VarioFlex® basket system
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Residual drying
Curved spray arms
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee
Red InfoLight®
Energy Efficiency Class: A++
Capacity: 13 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 46 dB

Fully Integrated Dishwasher

Fully Integrated Dishwasher
Energy

VarioSpeed®
Plus

Energy

Efficient
SilentDrive

VarioFlex®

81
InfoLight

Chef 70 º

VarioSpeed®

VarioFlex®

InfoLight

Chef 70 º

RackMatic®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

5 programmes. 1 special option: VarioSpeed® Plus
VarioFlex® basket system
VarioDrawer on third level
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee
Red InfoLight®
Red LED indicators

Efficient
SilentDrive

81

RackMatic®

Energy Efficiency Class: A++
Capacity: 13 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 48 dB

VarioFlex®

81

InfoLight

6 programmes. 3 special options: Intensive wash zone, VarioSpeed® Plus,
Extra dry
VarioFlex® Plus basket system
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Heat exchanger – Hygienic and efficient drying
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee
White interior EmotionLight
Red InfoLight®

Efficient
SilentDrive

5 programmes. 1 special option: VarioSpeed®
VarioFlex® basket system
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Residual drying
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee
Red InfoLight®

Energy Efficiency Class: A+
Capacity: 12 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 48 dB
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DISHWASHERS

Fully Integrated Dishwashers

S51L43X0GB

S51E50X3GB

Fully Integrated Dishwasher

Fully Integrated Dishwasher
Energy

81

Energy

Efficient
SilentDrive

Operating
Programmes

VarioFlex®

InfoLight

Chef 70 º

VarioSpeed®

InfoLight

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

5 programmes
Vario basket system
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Residual drying
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee

Energy Efficiency Class: A+
Capacity: 12 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 48 dB

Energy Efficiency Class: A+
Capacity: 12 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 52 dB

S51E40X2GB

Fully Integrated Dishwasher
Energy

81

FEATURES

4 programmes
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Residual drying
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Energy Efficiency Class: A+
Capacity: 12 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 52 dB
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Efficient
SilentDrive

Operating
Programmes

Chef 70 º

Vario®

81

RackMatic®

4 programmes. 2 special options: VarioSpeed, Extra dry
VarioFlex® basket system
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Residual drying
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee

Efficient
SilentDrive

Chef 70 º

DISHWASHERS

Fully Integrated Dishwashers & Semi Integrated Dishwashers

S58T69X1GB Slimline

S58T40X0GB Slimline

Fully Integrated Dishwasher

Fully Integrated Dishwasher
Energy

VarioSpeed®
Plus

81
TimeLight

Energy

Efficient
SilentDrive

81

RackMatic®

VarioSpeed®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

S42M69N0GB

S41E50W1GB

6 programmes. 4 Special options: Intensive wash zone, VarioSpeed® Plus,
Half load, Hygiene Plus
VarioFlex® Plus basket system
VarioDrawer on third level
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Heat exchanger – Hygienic and efficient drying
DuoPower Spray Arm
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee
White interior EmotionLight
Energy Efficiency Class: A++
Capacity: 10 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 44 dB

Efficient
SilentDrive

Operating
Programmes

Vario®

InfoLight

4 programmes. 1 special option: VarioSpeed®
Vario basket system
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Heat exchanger – Hygienic and efficient drying
DuoPower Spray Arm
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee

Energy Efficiency Class: A+
Capacity: 9 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 48 dB

Semi Integrated Dishwasher

Semi Integrated Dishwasher
Energy

VarioFlexPlus®

86
VarioSpeed®
Plus

Energy

Efficient
SilentDrive

Intensive
Zone

Efficient
SilentDrive

Vario®

81

Chef 70 º

VarioSpeed®

Chef 70 º

RackMatic®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

6 programmes. 4 Special options: Intensive wash zone, VarioSpeed® Plus,
Hygiene Plus, Extra dry
EcoDry – end of cycle door opening for perfect results
VarioFlex® Plus basket system
3 stage RackMatic height-adjustable top basket
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Heat exchanger – Hygienic and efficient drying
Efficient SilentDrive BLDC motor
Curved spray arms
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee
Energy Efficiency Class: A++
Capacity: 13 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 44 dB

5 programmes. 2 special options: VarioSpeed®, Half load
Vario basket system
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Residual drying
Efficient SilentDrive BLDC motor
Curved spray arms
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee

Energy Efficiency Class: A+
Capacity: 12 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 46 dB
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DISHWASHERS

Semi Integrated Dishwashers

S41E50N1GB

S41M63N1GB

Semi Integrated Dishwasher

Semi Integrated Dishwasher
Energy

Vario®

81
VarioSpeed®

Energy

Efficient
SilentDrive

VarioSpeed®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

6 programmes
VarioFlex® baskets
NeffSparkle®
DosageAssist
VarioSpeed® Plus
Extra Dry
Intensive wash zone
RackMatic 3-stage

Energy Efficiency Class: A+
Capacity: 12 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 46 dB

Energy Efficiency Class: A++
Capacity: 13 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 42 dB

S41E50S1GB

Semi Integrated Dishwasher
Energy

Efficient
SilentDrive

Vario®

81
VarioSpeed®

FEATURES

5 programmes. 2 special options: VarioSpeed, Half load
Vario basket system
Height adjustable top basket
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Residual drying
Efficient SilentDrive BLDC motor
Curved spray arms
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Energy Efficiency Class: A+
Capacity: 12 place settings
Noise level dB (A) re 1pW: 46 dB
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Chef 70 º

Vario®

81

Chef 70 º

5 programmes. 2 special options: VarioSpeed®, Half load
Vario basket system
Height adjustable top basket
NeffSparkle® – glass care system
Residual drying
Efficient SilentDrive BLDC motor
Curved spray arms
DosageAssist detergent dispenser
DetergentAware
AquaSensor®, Load sensor
Neff AquaStop® with guarantee

Efficient
SilentDrive

Chef 70 º

neff.co.uk
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LAUNDRY
Whatever your lifestyle there’s a laundry appliance to suit you
From sports kits, to work shirts, to baby clothes, whatever your laundry basket
contains, you need an appliance you can rely on to both clean and care for
your clothes. Most of our washing machines come with our CircoCare Drum,
a system of paddles and jets that provide a safe, effective wash for perfect
results and peace of mind every time.

neff.co.uk
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WHAT SHOULD I LOOK FOR
IN A LAUNDRY APPLIANCE?
Most of all, you need to feel confident in a laundry appliance. Confident that you
can leave it to get on with the business of effectively washing or drying your
clothes while you turn your attention to other things, inside or out of the house.

BUILT-IN

Discreet and unobtrusive, our built-in washing machines
remain hidden behind cabinet doors in the kitchen,
maintaining a clean and coordinated look and feel.

INTEGRATION

Our machines are easy to fit, slotting in neatly
between two units. A full height furniture door has
to be fitted to the front of the machine and can be
hinged from the left or right, but remember, the
porthole door on the machine cannot be changed
around. A plinth, which is easily removable or cut
out to allow access to the pump and vent, should be
fitted across the bottom.

FREESTANDING

The standard option for most households. Accessible,
easy to install, operate and service, a freestanding
washing machine simply slots into a recess and
quietly gets on with its job.

COMBINED WASHER DRYER

Where space is an issue, dual-function washer dryers
come into their own. Our machines are self-cleaning
and use an innovative system that dries laundry
without water.

LAUNDRY APPLIANCES THAT
TAKE CARE OF YOUR MOST
PRECIOUS ITEMS.
EFFICIENCY

Laundry appliances are a necessity in the home, so we
have set out to make them as efficient as possible. We’ve
done our best to see that our machines use less water,
energy and detergent than other brands on the market.

ENERGY

All of our washing machines have been designed to gain
the best energy performance rating in their class.

DETERGENT

Programme the washing appliance correctly and follow
the loading instructions carefully to use less detergent.

TIME

Short wash cycles as standard (inverse logic), or as an
option, can reduce washing times by up to 40%.

WATER

Our CircoCare Drum system will
treat every single piece of laundry
with the care it deserves.

We’ve developed a water management system which
works out the optimum amount of water for every load
size and fabric so only the right amount is used.

CIRCO CARE – DRUM ROLL PLEASE...

All Neff washing machines feature our CircoCare Drum
system as standard. We constantly strive to achieve
perfect wash results and with this system we’ve created
a range of machines that will deliver unrivalled washing
perfection every time.
The CircoCare Drum system features a series of raised
droplets across the surface. These ensure that the
clothes are given a more powerful, yet gentle, wash
and work in conjunction with the paddles which are
designed to provide a greater movement of water. The
combination of these two features means that detergent
can penetrate deeper into fabrics and the rinse will be
more thorough.

Paddles provide a greater
movement of water.

Raised droplets ensure a powerful yet gentle wash.
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WASHING WITH YOUR
NEFF LAUNDRY APPLIANCE
LESS IRONING

PAUSE SYSTEM

FLEXI TIME

Reduces the creasing of clothes as
the water is gently removed from the
wash with a light interval spin at the
end of the cycle.

Lets you suspend the programme
and then restart it when required.

EXTRA RINSE OPTION

Saves you time by cutting the
programme length by up to 30%.
Simply select the cycle you wish to
run and then select FlexiTime.

Helps with sensitive skin
and is available on almost
every programme.

AQUASTOP/AQUA
SECURE PLUS

INVERSE LOGIC
Reduces the wash time by around
40% by assuming that the clothes
are lightly soiled rather than dirty.
For heavily soiled clothes, use the
intensive setting.

TIME DELAY
Take advantage of off-peak
electricity rates by programming the
machine up to 24 hours in advance.

FLUFF REMOVAL CYCLE
Prevents fluff on the next wash load
by ensuring the fluff created by the
drying cycle inside the drum and tub
is fully removed.

SENSOR DRYING
Delivers the finest fabric care and
reduces ironing by continuously
monitoring the drying performance
using sophisticated sensors. The dryer
stops automatically when the correct
level of dryness is reached.

FOAM DETECTION SYSTEM
Automatically adjusts to reduce the
foam if too much detergent has been
added. It then adds an extra rinse
cycle to ensure complete removal of
detergent residues.

Protects inlet and outlet hoses from
leakage. A safety valve, independent
of the electricity supply, prevents
any more water from entering the
washing machine.

LED DISPLAY
Tells you how much time there
is remaining on the cycle with
programme progress symbols and a
time indicator on the control panel.

A FEW OF OUR SPECIAL PROGRAMMES…
SENSITIVE WASH

NIGHT WASH

Great if sensitive skin is an issue, it
works by maintaining the same wash
temperature throughout the cycle
in order to eliminate any bacteria. It
also increases the water level, giving
a more intense rinse and reducing
exposure to allergens that can cause
irritation.

Designed to wash and dry clothes in
the quietest way possible, both the
washing and drying cycles are quiet
enough to be used throughout the
night, making the most of off-peak
electricity.

RAPID 15

The 3D AquaSpa wash system
thoroughly cleans clothes in less
time by using a combination
of specially designed paddles,
perforations in the drum and a
unique cascade programme.

Perfect for lightly soiled items, our
practical short programme saves
energy and water by washing and
rinsing in just 15 minutes. It uses only
1.12 kWh of electricity and 36 litres
of water per cycle.

POWERWASH 60
Delivers a 5kg wash in 60 minutes
while ensuring an A rated wash
performance.

THE 3D AQUA SPA
WASH SYSTEM

LARGER CAPACITY AND
EXTRA LARGE DOOR
The W5420X1GB and W5440X1GB
feature an even larger drum than
ever before. It’s one of the largest
drums currently available on an
integrated laundry appliance and
can now cope with 7kg (that’s
around 15lb) of laundry in a single
wash. This means you can get
plenty more clothes washed,
saving you time and energy.
The other benefit is that you get
greater fabric care and therefore
less creasing when washing a
normal sized load. The size of
the door has increased to 32cm,
making it even easier to load and
unload your machine.
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LAUNDRY

Integrated Washing Machines & Integrated Washer Dryers

W5440X1GB

W5420X1GB

Integrated Washing Machine

Integrated Washing Machine

Energy

Energy

7 kg

7 kg

1400

1200

AquaStop®

AquaStop®

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

V6540X0GB

V6320X0GB

Fully electronic control dial for all wash and special programmes
Special programmes: Dark Wash, Sensitive, Sports Wash, Rapid 15,
PowerWash 60, Mixed Load, Handwash wool, Delicates/silk
Option buttons: Start, Prewash, Less Ironing, Rinse plus, Temperature,
Spin speed reduction, Time Delay
3D AquaSpa wash system
Large display for programme progress indication, temperature, spin speed,
time remaining and time delay
Safeguard monitoring system adjusts load distribution
Divider for Liquid Detergent
Buzzer to indicate the end of cycle
Energy efficiency class: A+
Capacity: 7 kg
Maximum spin speed: 1400rpm
Remaining moisture: 54%
B spin class

Fully electronic control dial for all wash and special programmes
Special programmes: Mixed load programme 30°C, Handwash wool,
Delicates/silk
Option buttons: Start, Prewash, Less Ironing, Rinse plus, Spin speed reduction
3D AquaSpa wash system
Safeguard monitoring system adjusts load distribution
Divider for Liquid Detergent
Buzzer to indicate the end of cycle

Energy efficiency class: A+
Capacity: 7 kg
Maximum spin speed: 1200rpm
Remaining moisture: 59%
C spin class

Integrated Washer Dryer

Integrated Washer Dryer

Energy

Energy

6 kg

6 kg

3 kg

3 kg

B

B

AquaStop®

1400

1400

FEATURES

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Special programmes: Night Wash, Mixed Load, Rapid 15, Delicates/silk
Special programme – drying: Fluff removal cycle
Option buttons: Menu select
Fully electronic control dial for all wash and special programmes
Electronic humidity control, Timed Programmes
Large display for programme progress indication, temperature, spin speed,
time remaining and 24 hours time delay, and indication of drying level
Buzzer to indicate the end of cycle
Child safety lock
B energy,A wash and B spin class
Capacity: 6 kg washing: 3 kg drying
Non-stop wash and dry programme 4 kg
Maximum spin speed: 1400rpm
Energy consumption wash and dry 4.81 kWh Water consumption wash and
dry 79 litres
Drum volume: 52 litres
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Special programmes: Mixed load programme 30°C, Handwash wool, delicates
Special programme – drying: Fluff removal cycle
Option buttons: Start, Spin speed reduction, menu, Drying time
Fully electronic control dial for all wash and special programmes
Timed Programmes
Display for programme progress indication, time remaining and
19 hours time delay
Buzzer to indicate the end of cycle
Child safety lock
B energy, A wash and B spin class
Capacity:6 kg washing: 3 kg drying
Non-stop wash and dry programme 4 kg
Maximum spin speed: 1400rpm
Energy consumption wash and dry 4.85 kWh Water consumption wash and
dry 83 litres
Drum volume: 52 litres

LAUNDRY

Freestanding Washing Machine, Freestanding Washer Dryer & Freestanding Condensor Dryer

W7460X2GB

V7446X1GB

Free Standing Washing Machine

Free Standing Washer Dryer

Energy

Energy

Energy

8 kg
9 kg

5 kg

1400

1500

FEATURES

Fully electronic control dial for wash programmes and special programmes
Special programmes: Down wear, Dark wash, Nightwash, Drum clean, Shirts,
Sports wash, Mixed Load, Allergy +, Rapid 15 minutes / Rapid 30 minutes
EcoSilence drive
WaveDrum – Gentle washing thanks to a unique drum structure
Large LED display for programme status indication, temperature, spin speed,
remaining time and 24 hour time delay
3D AquaSpa wash system
Buzzer to indicate the end of cycle

FEATURES

Special programmes: Down wear, Drum clean, Mixed Load, Rapid 15, Allergy +,
Hygiene care, Handwash wool, Delicates/Silk, Fluff removal cycle
Touch control buttons: Start / Reload / Pause, Rinse plus, Time Delay, Spin
speed reduction, Temperature, Drying time, EcoPerfect, SpeedPerfect
EcoSilence Drive
CircoCare Drum – Gentle washing thanks to a unique drum structure
Large LED display for programme status indication, temperature, spin speed,
remaining time and 24 hour time delay
Child safety lock

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION

A energy, A wash and B spin class
Capacity: 8 kg washing, 5 kg drying
Non-stop wash and dry programme 5 kg
Energy consumption wash and dry 5.44 kWh
Water consumption wash and dry 118 litres
Drum volume 56 litres

Energy Efficiency Class: A+++ -30%
Capacity: 9 kg
Maximum spin speed: 1400rpm
Remaining moisture: 53%
B spin class

R8580X2GB

Free Standing Condensor Dryer

Energy

B

9 kg

FEATURES

Special programmes: Woollen finish, Mixed load, Timed programme warm,
Timed programme cold, Allergy +, Sportswear, Down wear, Rapid 40, Shirts 15
Touch control buttons: Low heat, Buzzer, Programme length, Start/Pause,
Less ironing, fine-tuning for drying level, 24 hours Time Delay
Large LED display for remaining time and 24 hours time delay, programme
progress indication and special functions
DUO-Tronic drying system
Drum interior light
Child safety lock
Buzzer to indicate the end of cycle

PERFORMANCE/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Energy efficiency class: B
Capacity: 9 kg
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BE ENERGY EFFICIENT
WITH NEFF
Improving energy efficiency and minimising water consumption are right at the
heart of our environmental agenda, but we also carefully consider the entire life
cycle of our products – from manufacture, to delivery, to usage, to disposal.

WE CONTINUE TO INVESTIGATE WAYS
TO IMPROVE THE ENErgY EFFICIENCY
OF ALL OUR APPLIANCES WITHOUT
COMPROMISING THEIR PERFORMANCE.
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COMMITTED TO THE ENVIRONMENT
We are also committed to dealing fairly with our
employees, partners and suppliers and contributing
positively to the communities in which we operate.
Domestic appliances are responsible, on average, for
about half of the energy consumption in a household.
By using new, energy-efficient domestic appliances you
can save real money over the long life of the appliance –
and also protect the environment.
When you buy a new domestic product, it is therefore
highly recommended that you pay close attention to
low consumption values for energy and water. This
information has been communicated by the European
energy label since 1995. However, technical progress
has now led to a situation where most appliances today
fall within the best energy classes. The energy label
continues to provide essential information for laundry,
dishwashers, cooling and ovens, and the information
for the first three product groups has recently been
amended to show A+, A++ and A+++ ratings, in order to
better reflect the improved energy efficiency on these
products since labeling was introduced. In addition,
annual consumption values for energy and water are
now shown for laundry and dishwashers. The label
must also show a value for noise emissions.

aT NEFF, WE TAKE OUR
RESPONSIBILITIES AS A HOME
APPLIANCE MANUFACTURER
EXTREMELY SERIOUSLY.
GERMAN ENGINEERING

Neff was founded over 135 years ago in BadenWürttemberg, Southern Germany. All of our single
and double ovens are made in Germany, the majority
in our state-of-the art, 105,000 m2 factory in Bretten,
and we are the largest employer in the region. We are
constantly researching new ways to improve the quality
and sustainability of our appliances, keeping the Neff
brand right at the forefront of kitchen technology
and ecological thinking. As well as having a proud
manufacturing and engineering heritage, Germany
legislates and encourages the highest environmental
standards. A manufacturing centre in Germany also
means there’s less distance involved transporting goods
to European customers, which helps to keep down our
overall carbon footprint.
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BAKE IT YOURSELF
Visit the UK’s largest baking community on Facebook
Are you crazy about cakes? Passionate about pastry? Do you love creating amazing bakes,
both savoury and sweet? Do you cook everything from bread to casseroles, stews to roasts?
Are you a Cookaholic? We are too!

We launched Bake It Yourself to share our love of all things food, so whether
you want to find out how to avoid soggy bottoms on your cakes, perfect
your pies, pick up top tips, or simply spend time online with over half a
million people who share your passion for cooking, Bake It Yourself
is the place for you.

Join today at
facebook.com/bakeityourself
TAKE A LOOK AT OUR WIDER SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS TOO:
twitter.com/_bakeityourself
instagram.com/_bakeityourself
pinterest.com/biybyneff

BAKE IT YOURSELF ON YOUTUBE
We have recently relaunched our Bake It Yourself YouTube
channel. It now features a host of videos to inspire you to
get creative in the kitchen and become a Cookaholic too!
Cookaholics go one step further, taking home-cooking to a
whole new level. These real people create delicious culinary
masterpieces, from entire gingerbread villages with people,
cars and even a gingerbread dog, to eccentric food art, all
using their Slide&Hide® oven.
The channel also features:
Neff brand movies
Short feature-videos
Tutorials with baking tips and technical advice
Recipe demonstrations

Subscribe now: youtube.com/bakeityourself
EASILY ACCESSED VIA our WEBSITE, IN LESS THAN THREE CLICKS YOU
CAN DISCOVER WHAT REAL PASSION FOR COOKING MEANS.
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NEFF WEBSITE

FIND YOUR NEAREST NEFF EXPERT

Our website provides a wealth of useful information on
product ranges, promotions, and the latest Neff events.
With in-depth product details all in one place, it is ideal
for comparing products directly. Guarantees can also be
registered on the site and replacement parts, cleaning
products and accessories can be purchased from the
eShop. There’s always something new, so be sure to
check back regularly.

Simply click on the Dealer Locator tab on our website,
enter your details (postcode or town), click the ‘Search’
button and the address of your nearest Neff dealer
will appear.
Our dealers are experts on all things Neff. They’ll be
able to answer all of your questions, advise you on the
most suitable appliances, and give you the opportunity
to see and touch before you buy. In their showrooms,
you’ll discover an extensive range of Neff appliances.
We have also defined Neff MasterPartners who are
leading kitchen specialist retailers and Neff Accredited
Appliance Retailers who are leading electrical retailers.
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NEFF CUSTOMER
SERVICE
Neff home appliances are built to the highest standards, but if you do need a
visit from a Neff engineer, we are here to help. Our engineers are employed and
trained by Neff * and are based locally around the country. We analyse all repairs in
advance and the parts likely to be needed to complete the repair on the first visit
are sent to the engineer’s van the night before the appointment**.

Get an expert repair from a Neff engineer
Book online at: neff.co.uk or call today on 0344 892 8989
*In some areas we may use an approved service partner. **In areas where we use a service partner, the repair process may vary.
Calls will be answered 24 hours a day. Our specialist advisors are available Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm, Saturday 8am to 4pm and Sunday 9am
to 3pm. Calls are charged at the basic rate, please check with your telephone service provider for exact charges.

NEFF CLEANING PRODUCTS, ACCESSORIES
AND REPLACEMENT SPARE PARTS
At Neff, we believe that our relationship doesn’t end
after an appliance has been purchased from us. Make
the most out of your appliance with accessories and
cookware, while keeping it looking good using our range
of tested and approved cleaning and care products.

ACCESSORIES
In the Neff eShop, we offer a large range of approved
Neff accessories to assist in the kitchen when cooking.
Our range includes baking trays, saucepan sets, pots
and pans, roasters, water filters, spare parts and the
amazing E-Cloth. We also sell a range of branded Neff
approved cleaning products which have been tested for
use on our appliances.

You can buy cleaning products, accessories
and replacement spare parts using the
details below:
UK:
neff-eshop.co.uk

0344 892 8989

ROI:
neff-eshop.ie

(01) 450 2655

These cleaning and care products have been
tested and approved in Neff facilities.

E-Cloths use just water to clean a range
of kitchen surfaces and appliances.

Locate and buy original replacement spare
parts for Neff appliances.
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REPAIRS
We employ locally based Neff trained engineers to deal with repairs.
Our Technical team analyses repairs in advance to ensure the engineer
arrives with the replacement spare parts likely to be needed for
the repair, which we keep in stock for up to 10 years*.
To arrange an appointment please call 0344 892 8989. We will answer your
call seven days a week, 24 hours a day.
Product advice is also available by calling 0344 892 8989. Republic of Ireland
customers can contact Neff Customer Service on (01) 450 2655.
* In some areas we may use an approved service partner. In these areas the repair process may vary.

GUARANTEE
New Neff appliances are fully guaranteed for two years from the date of
purchase. During that period, any repairs needed will be carried out by our
service engineers. Appliances can be registered by returning the guarantee
card that comes with it, phoning the number printed on the card or online
at neff.co.uk.
For all dishwashers, in addition to our standard appliance warranty, we
provide a ten year warranty against rusting-through of the dishwasher’s
inner tub. For full terms and conditions, please visit our website or call the
customer service team.

Commended in the
Domestic and General
Total Excellence and
Quality Award

For further peace of mind, we have teamed up with leading specialist
warranty provider Domestic & General, to offer you a protection plan for
your kitchen appliances. The plan protects against parts and labour costs
for approved repairs.

CONTACTING NEFF

We hope you find what you’re looking for in this brochure, but if you have any queries or issues
relating to Neff appliances, please contact us on our Customer Service telephone number below:
United Kingdom 0344 892 8989
Ireland
(01) 4502655

WE CAN HELP WITH THE FOLLOWING…
Requesting a visit from a Neff engineer. UK appointments can also be booked online.
Replacement spare parts and accessories (we keep a comprehensive range of replacement spare parts
for up to 10 years).
Product advice (UK only) – call us for all additional information regarding Neff appliances,
including pre-sales advice and user-related queries. Many of your questions can be answered via the
Neff brochure or by visiting our website.
Calls will be answered 24 hours a day. Our specialist advisors are available Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm, Saturday 8am to 4pm and Sunday 9am to 3pm. Calls are charged at
the basic rate, please check with your telephone service provider for exact charges. Calls may be monitored and recorded in case we need to check we have carried out your
instruction correctly and to help us improve our quality of service.
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THERE IS
MORE TO NEFF
THAN THE
APPLIANCES
We want you to feel totally confident with your choice of
appliances. That’s why we hold regular demonstrations
around the country at our Dealer Showrooms – and
once you have made your purchase, if you’re looking for
even more assistance we have cookery school partners
around the country.

To find a FREE
demonstration event
near you, simply go to
neff.co.uk/events

APPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION EVENTS
To help you make your decision about the correct
appliances for you, please join us at one of our
Appliance Demonstration Events. We hold these events
regularly at Neff Kitchen Showrooms and they provide
the ideal opportunity to come and see a range of our
cooking appliances in a working environment. During
the event a Home Economist will run question and
answer sessions and cook using our appliances to show
off our innovative features and allow you to enjoy the
tasty end results.

VISIT ONE OF OUR FANTASTIC COOKERY
SCHOOL PARTNERS…
We are delighted to offer consumers the chance to see
our appliances in action at our cookery school partners.
These demonstrations will be hosted by our
experienced Home Economists who will create recipes
using the unique Neff functions to show how to get the
most from your oven.
You’ll also have the chance to talk to the Home
Economist and ask any questions that you may have
about buying or using Neff appliances. The sessions
will focus on cooking using the Neff oven with a
Slide&Hide® door and CircoTherm® technology, as well
as many other appliances including compact microwave
ovens, warming drawers and induction hobs.
There is no charge to attend a Neff appliance
demonstration at a cookery school.
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To check your nearest event,
please visit
neff.co.uk/cookery-schools

HOW TO
CONTACT NEFF
We hope you find what you’re looking for in this
brochure, but if you have any queries relating to Neff
appliances, please contact us on our Customer Service
telephone number below.
United Kingdom 0344 892 8989
Ireland
(01) 4502655

PRODUCT ADVICE
Call us for all additional information regarding our
appliances, including presales advice and user-related
queries. Many of your questions can be answered via
the Neff brochure or by visiting our website.

WEB & ESHOP
neff.co.uk
neff-eshop.co.uk
neff-eshop.ie

ENGINEER VISITS
Arrange a visit from a Neff engineer. UK appointments
can also be booked online.

REPLACEMENT SPARE PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES
Remember, we keep a comprehensive range of spare
parts for all Neff appliances, for up to ten years.
Call us or order online.
Our Customer Service Headquarters are based in our
Milton Keynes head office, supported by our
Contact Centre located in Kettering.
Neff Customer Service
Grand Union House
Old Wolverton Road
Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire
MK12 5PT

Calls will be answered 24 hours a day. Our specialist advisors are available Monday to
Friday 8am to 8pm, Saturday 8am to 4pm and Sunday 9am to 3pm. Calls are charged at
the basic rate, please check with your telephone service provider for exact charges.
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COOKING PASSION SINCE 1877.

COOKING PASSION SINCE 1877

Find us on so
cial media!

COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
Due to variables in photographic and printing processes, all colours in this brochure are subject to deviation from the appliance actually illustrated.
IMPORTANT NOTES
This brochure is current as from the publication date and supersedes all previous brochures for these products. This brochure should not be regarded
as an infallible guide nor as an offer for sale of any particular product. Whilst BSH Home Appliances Ltd believes that all information contained within
this brochure is correct at the time of going to print, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made and no responsibility or
liability is or will be accepted by BSH Home Appliances Ltd in relation to the accuracy or completeness of this information and any liability is expressly
disclaimed. To the extent permitted by law, BSH Home Appliances Ltd expressly excludes: i) all conditions, warranties and other terms which
might otherwise be implied by statute, common law or the law of equity and ii) any liability for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage
(including, without limitation, damages for loss of business or loss of profits) arising in contract, tort or otherwise from the use of or reliance on any
information contained within this brochure or from any action or decision taken as a result of such use or reliance. BSH Home Appliances Ltd reserves
the right to modify technical data and all other information contained within this brochure without notice. All rights reserved.
All photography and copy in this brochure are the property of, or under licence to, Neff and must not be used without prior permission.
Please contact the Neff Marketing Department for assistance.
Slide&Hide®, VarioSteam®, CircoTherm®, NeffLight®, VitaFresh®, EasyClean®, VarioFlexPro®, TwistPad®, EcoClean® and NeffSparkle® are
trade marks of BSH Home Appliances Limited.
For product specifications please go to neff.co.uk or ask your local retailer.
Neff Dealers are not agents of Neff and therefore have no authority to bind Neff by any express or implied undertaking or representation.

Neff Customer Service
Grand Union House
Old Wolverton Road
Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire
MK12 5PT

BSH Home Appliances Ltd.
M50 business Park
Ballymount
Dublin 12
T 1890 626 041
www.neff.ie

Neff, a division of BSH Home Appliances Ltd.
Grand Union House
Old Wolverton Road
Wolverton
Milton Keynes
MK12 5PT
www.neff.co.uk

